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1                          - - -

2              MS. SMITH:  All right.  If everyone wants

3       to go ahead and take a seat.  We are at 6:03,

4       now 6:04, so we want to make sure to get the

5       presentation started as quickly as possible,

6       that way you guys have as much time as you need

7       to make comments.

8                        (Pause.)

9              All right.  So, good evening, everyone.

10       My name is Liz Smith.  I'm the director of

11       strategic planning and partnerships at SEPTA,

12       and project manager for the King of Prussia Rail

13       Project.  Thank you for coming out to public

14       hearing No. 2.

15              We have a fairly short presentation to get

16       through before we begin public comments:  Just a

17       quick review of the background of the project

18       and the proposed action that we're presenting

19       within the DEIS document; a description of the

20       DEIS document, including the Action Alternative,

21       the recommended Locally Preferred Alternative,

22       and some design options for the Locally

23       Preferred Alternatives; and then we'll talk a

24       bit about the different findings contained
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1       within the Draft Environmental Impact Statement,

2       its distribution; the comment period; the public

3       hearing format; oral comment ground rules.

4              So just a quick background:  This is

5       SEPTA's current system map.  The purple star

6       that you see represents the King of

7       Prussia-Upper Merion area not served by rail

8       today, but served well by bus.  We have six

9       different bus routes that travel out to the

10       area, almost 6,000 riders per day; however, due

11       to the heavy congestion experienced on the

12       Schuylkill Expressway and within the King of

13       Prussia area itself, those bus routes are some

14       of the lowest performing in our system with

15       on-time performance rates of only about

16       65 percent.

17              As such, we are proposing to extend the

18       Norristown High Speed Line via a spur.  You can

19       see here the current Norristown High Speed Line

20       runs from 69th Street Transportation Center up

21       to Norristown Transportation Center, and the

22       dotted line on this map represents the

23       extension.  It would be a one-seat ride from

24       69th Street out to King of Prussia and back, as
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1       well as from Norristown Transportation Center

2       and back, with a connection at 69th Street to

3       the Market-Frankford Line, which you would then

4       continue your travels on to both University City

5       as well as Center City.

6              The Draft Environmental Impact Statement

7       considers five Action Alternatives.  For those

8       of you that have been involved in the project

9       previously, these were previously presented as

10       the Build Alternatives.  These are five

11       alternatives that utilize various roadway and

12       utility rights-of-way to connect from the

13       existing Norristown High Speed Line to key

14       destinations within the King of Prussia area.

15              In March of 2016 we recommended a Locally

16       Preferred Alternative of the PECO/Turnpike-1st

17       Avenue alternative, shown here on the map, total

18       length of four and a half miles, five station

19       stops identified on this map as white dots.

20       Total capital cost of about 1.1 to 1.2 billion,

21       and a ridership of 9,500 riders per day, almost

22       doubling ridership on the Norristown High Speed

23       Line.

24              Based upon feedback that was received at
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1       those public meetings in March of 2016, we

2       performed additional public outreach with two

3       residential neighborhoods adjacent to the

4       Pennsylvania Turnpike, Valley Forge Homes and

5       Brandywine Village.  As a result, there are two

6       additional design options that have been brought

7       into the Draft Environmental Impact Statement:

8              The PA Turnpike North/South Option, which

9       was based upon community feedback, particularly

10       via the residents in those two neighborhoods;

11       and a 9/11 Memorial Avoidance Option, which was

12       based on both community feedback as well as

13       concerns voiced by the King of Prussia Volunteer

14       Fire Company.  To be very clear, that design

15       option has not been approved by the King of

16       Prussia Volunteer Fire Company, but we are

17       committed to continuing to work with them as

18       that option is explored.

19              This map here shows the area where the PA

20       Turnpike North/South Option differs from the

21       originally proposed Locally Preferred

22       Alternative.

23              And this map here shows the area where the

24       9/11 Memorial Avoidance Option differs from the
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1       original Locally Preferred Alternative.

2              And more detailed maps of both of these

3       design options are available in the adjacent

4       room, where the plan displays are located.

5              So, the Draft Environmental Impact

6       Statement evaluates the effects of the five

7       Action Alternatives as well as those two design

8       options on a variety of different items,

9       including transportation and traffic; land use

10       and economic development; community facilities;

11       property acquisitions and displacements; parks,

12       recreational land and open space; historical and

13       archeological resources; visual effects; air

14       quality; noise and vibration; natural resources;

15       contaminated and hazardous materials; energy

16       use; and utility effects.

17              The DEIS and its executive summary are

18       available in full on our project website at

19       www.kingofprussiarail.com.

20              Paper copies of the DEIS as well as the

21       executive summary are also available at three

22       area libraries; the Upper Merion Township

23       Library, the Montgomery County Norristown Public

24       Library, and the Upper Darby Township Free
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1       Public Library on Bywood Avenue.

2              The comment period for the Draft

3       Environmental Impact Statement runs through

4       Monday, December 4th.  Comments can be made in a

5       variety of ways:  Directly on the Project

6       website at www.kingofprussiarail.com; via e-mail

7       to info@kingofprussiarail.com; comments can be

8       made in writing to KOP Rail Project mailbox, c/o

9       McCormick Taylor, Incorporated (Attn:  ECW), 2

10       Commerce Square, 2001 Market Street, 10th Floor,

11       Philadelphia, PA, 19103; and, of course, you can

12       make comments tonight via either public comments

13       made here at this meeting or private comments

14       that are being taken downstairs with a separate

15       stenographer.

16              All comments, whether they are written,

17       electronic or oral, are given equal weight

18       within this process.  No one commenting method

19       is more important than the others.

20              The public hearing format for this

21       evening, we started with an open house that was

22       held from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. in the adjacent room

23       for an informal review of displays and the

24       opportunity to ask questions of the project team
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1       and get those questions answered.  Those

2       discussions that were held in the adjacent room

3       are not part of the official comment record, so

4       if you had conversations with project team

5       members and you did not submit those same

6       comments as part of a comment card, or tonight,

7       or during private testimony, or in any other

8       method, please do so.

9              I've just about wrapped up the project

10       overview presentation and then we will commence

11       with the public oral comment session.  So with

12       that, I'm going to turn it over to our public

13       hearing officer, Mr. Joe O'Malley, who will go

14       over some of the ground rules for oral comment

15       this evening.

16              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Liz.

17              Good evening.  My name is Joe O'Malley,

18       and I will be serving as the hearing officer for

19       this public meeting.  My responsibility is to

20       ensure that we have an orderly and polite oral

21       comment session.  I want first to review the

22       oral comment ground rules shown on the slide.

23              We will take oral comments only from

24       people who have registered to make oral
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1       comments.  People will speak in the order of

2       their names on the registration sheets, with the

3       exception that elected officials will be allowed

4       to make oral comments first.  All others will

5       follow in the order on the registration sheets.

6       If you have not registered yet and wish to make

7       an oral comment during this session, please go

8       to the back of the room and register at the

9       desk.

10              We have time limits set on oral comments

11       so that we can accommodate the greatest number

12       of people who wish to make oral comments.  If

13       you are an individual who registered to make

14       oral comments, you are limited to two minutes,

15       and the two-minute duration will be timed by the

16       clock.  If you represent an organization, you

17       are limited to three minutes of oral comments,

18       and the three-minute duration will also be timed

19       by the clock.

20              If you have lengthier comments, meaning

21       longer comments than the time limits will

22       permit, your comments may be provided via other

23       methods that Liz Smith described.  Please see a

24       project team representative at the table in the
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1       back if you have any questions about how to

2       submit comments.

3              As Liz Smith stated before, all comments,

4       whether written, electronic or oral, are given

5       equal consideration and become part of the

6       public comment of this hearing.

7              As you can see, we have a stenographer

8       working during this hearing to record all

9       comments that are being made.  All oral comments

10       will become part of the public record.  Please

11       begin your oral comments by clearly stating your

12       name as well as any organization that you may

13       represent.

14              Since this oral comment session for the

15       public hearing is -- I'm sorry, since this is an

16       oral comment session for a public hearing, SEPTA

17       will not be responding to questions.  The time

18       is devoted to hearing from those who wish to

19       make oral comments.

20              Formal responses to questions and comments

21       made during this Draft Environmental Impact

22       Statement comment period will occur in the Final

23       Environmental Impact Statement.

24              Before I call our first speaker, I want to
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1       say a few words about how we are going to

2       conduct ourselves this evening:

3              We will conduct ourselves politely, be

4       respectful of all speakers while they are

5       speaking, whether you agree or not with what

6       they are saying.

7              No one should be speaking or making other

8       noise while someone else is making their oral

9       comments.  In between speakers we will also be

10       quiet.

11              If anyone cannot comply with being polite

12       and respectful, you will be asked to leave the

13       room.

14              I will call each speaker up to the podium.

15       Please use the microphone when making your

16       comments.

17              And now I would like to call our first

18       speaker.  I would like to call former Governor

19       Mark Schweiker.

20              MR. SCHWEIKER:  Thank you, Mr. O'Malley.

21       I appreciate the opportunity to offer just a

22       couple of thoughts for the record.  My complete

23       testimony -- I'm sure the stenographer is happy

24       to hear this remark -- has been provided.  So
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1       thank you.

2              In light of that, just a couple of

3       thoughts as judgments are made and future

4       decisionmaking is lined up to aid in the

5       completion of what we see as an important King

6       of Prussia Rail Project, but my perspective and

7       formal role tonight is to represent our company,

8       Renmatix, which is at 3rd Avenue on Allendale

9       Road, not too far from here in King of Prussia.

10              So I think it's safe to say that my

11       perspective and some of the accents that I'll

12       offer are consistent with some of the outlook

13       and wishes that the business community would

14       also provide as well.

15              And so I think a quick history note, as we

16       talk about the important work we do in

17       sustainable manufacturing, the kind of people

18       that we recruit to our workplace not too far

19       from here, it's only -- well, it's drive time at

20       rush hour, so probably a little bit longer than

21       at 10:00 a.m., in the morning.  That might be a

22       way to make a point as to why important projects

23       like this will ease the mobility challenge for

24       the region, and, in particular, the King of
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1       Prussia Mall area.

2              So I'll go back six years ago, when our

3       company, Renmatix, Inc., was contemplating a

4       move of its corporate headquarters and tech

5       center from a suburban Atlanta location to a

6       different location.  Ultimately, it was right

7       here in King of Prussia that we -- X marked the

8       spot, but this was after a competition of a

9       couple of states; Delaware, and Virginia, and

10       Georgia wanted to hold onto its corporate

11       headquarters, and Pennsylvania.

12              When all was said and done, for a variety

13       of reasons we wanted to be here, chief among

14       them that in the world of advanced manufacturing

15       and advanced materials and sustainable

16       manufacturing, renewable chemicals, this is a

17       robust place, with plenty of smart people and

18       the right technical skill sets that we needed.

19       And so the decision was made to come here, and

20       we've been operating successfully ever since.

21              In contrast, though, to the picture and

22       the conditions that we observed six years ago, I

23       think we can all agree that it's changed

24       dramatically, particularly as it relates to the
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1       roadways that we use and the congestion.  And as

2       I mentioned in my notes, and I will make

3       particular reference to the changes, tremendous

4       growth, slower drive times at rush hour with

5       87 percent of KOP's 50,000 commuters driving

6       their car here each and every day, and, as we

7       see it, pressing the need to improve mobility

8       and manage what is essentially a positive

9       condition, positive growth.

10              In our mind, the King of Prussia Rail

11       Project speaks to that relative to our ability

12       to recruit and hold onto the talented people

13       that we have here and to add more.  So in that

14       regard, as a member, as a corporate citizen, if

15       you will, of this area, we are hopeful that the

16       project proceeds, because in our mind it's a

17       very positive step at offering travel options

18       and commuting options to would-be employees at

19       Renmatix and the many businesses that are found

20       not too far from here.  So, and that's after,

21       you know, considerable assessment and looking at

22       the EIS designs that have been circulated.

23       We're happy with the work.

24              I will say this, having been involved in
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1       public life for some time, final remark, that I

2       do want to tip my hat to the SEPTA -- to SEPTA's

3       leadership and the designers, because going

4       where we were two years ago and the line that

5       was being contemplated with some negative

6       impacts particularly on residents, there's less

7       of that.  So I do think that SEPTA should be

8       given some acknowledgement and some praise for

9       putting the proverbial ear to the ground and

10       listening to some of those comments and

11       observations and criticisms as to how a more --

12       as far as relying on a fair process and

13       ultimately laying out a line with diminished

14       impact particularly to the residents of the

15       area.

16              So with that, thank you so much for the

17       opportunity to offer comments.

18              MR. O'MALLEY:  Okay.  Thank you.

19              Next we'll hear from Kenneth Lawrence.

20              MR. LAWRENCE:  Good evening.  Thank you

21       for the opportunity.  My name is Ken Lawrence.

22       I am the vice-chair of the Board of

23       Commissioners for Montgomery County,

24       Pennsylvania, and I'm a board member of the
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1       Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation

2       Authority.

3              I want to offer my full support for the

4       King of Prussia Rail Project and comment on

5       SEPTA's Draft Environmental Impact Statement,

6       including the Locally Preferred Alternative and

7       the design options.

8              Montgomery County's largest employment

9       center, King of Prussia, depends on transit

10       service to function, even though the current bus

11       service has the worst on-time performance in the

12       SEPTA system, due to the traffic on the

13       Schuylkill Expressway.

14              Traffic on the Schuylkill is only

15       projected to get worse.  We need a plan for the

16       future that is sustainable.  SEPTA's proposed

17       extension of the Norristown High Speed Line to

18       King of Prussia is the most logical and

19       efficient way to connect suburban Philadelphia's

20       largest employment center to the city's two

21       largest employment centers of Center City and

22       University City.  This project utilizes the

23       existing Norristown High Speed Line with its

24       high speed frequent service and makes a
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1       relatively short extension for this new service.

2              The Locally Preferred Alternative that the

3       Draft EIS recommends is the best out of all of

4       the options; it is the most direct and attracts

5       the second highest number of riders, it is the

6       lowest cost, it affects the fewest homeowners

7       and businesses, it minimizes visual impacts, it

8       serves the business park with two stops and

9       facilitates redevelopment in those areas.

10              Out of all the potential routes, this one

11       is the strongest alignment, especially with the

12       two design options; the North/South Turnpike and

13       the 9/11 Memorial Avoidance Options.

14              We know from the Draft EIS that the KOP

15       Rail Project will significantly reduce the

16       weekday commute.  Driving from the King of

17       Prussia Mall to City Hall regularly takes almost

18       70 minutes, while the same trip on an express

19       KOP Rail train will take less than 40 minutes.

20       That's a 30-minute savings, and it is

21       dependable, on-time service that is available

22       almost around the clock.

23              Commuters and residents from our county

24       seat of Norristown and its neighbor, Bridgeport,
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1       currently have to endure a 38-minute bus ride to

2       go four and a half miles to the King of Prussia

3       Mall, and even longer to the business park.  KOP

4       Rail will cut that down to 15 minutes.

5              The Philadelphia region finally has a

6       transit project that offers a viable alternative

7       to driving on the Schuylkill Expressway.  We

8       must move this forward, and I thank you for the

9       opportunity to comment.

10              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Ken.

11              Next we'll hear from Hakim Jones.

12              MR. JONES:  Good evening.  I represent

13       Norristown Council, 4th District of Norristown

14       at East End.

15              First, I just want to share that I've

16       spent, you know, my life going back and forth

17       from Norristown to the King of Prussia Mall, so

18       I do see this project being something beneficial

19       to the community of Norristown, many of the

20       elderly as well as the teenagers that spend, you

21       know, many of -- much of their time working in

22       the mall and different stores around it.

23              Also, I've been following the project and

24       I do also commend SEPTA.  You've been pretty
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1       transparent.  There were some concerns in the

2       beginning, I've heard from both sides, but

3       you've done great work outlining graphs, data,

4       and studies to pretty much prove that you're

5       looking out for the best interests of both

6       Norristown, Bridgeport and King of Prussia

7       residents.

8              Also, I think it's a great opportunity

9       having a rail trail that's going to bring

10       several thousand people through Norristown.  As

11       we're trying to develop our downtown and when

12       we're seriously trying to bring more people to

13       Norristown, we think it's another way that many

14       of those folks will come through Norristown

15       prior to coming to King of Prussia.

16              So I think we as a council should support

17       this, as it's not just going to affect the King

18       of Prussia region, but it's also going to be a

19       good increase and a good boost for us.

20              Thank you.

21              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you.

22              Next we'll hear from Judy Holton.

23              MS. HOLTON:  Good evening.  My name is

24       Jody Holton.
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1              MR. O'MALLEY:  Jody.

2              MS. HOLTON:  I am the executive director

3       of the Montgomery Community Planning Commission.

4       The Planning Commission was a participating

5       agency in this Draft EIS.  Our transportation

6       planners and myself participated in all the

7       project committees as described in chapter 7.

8       We offer the following comments to support the

9       study process and the recommended Locally

10       Preferred Alternative with the North/South

11       design option:

12              The purpose and need for the project is

13       consistent with the county's comprehensive plan

14       and also our region's long-range plan for

15       transportation.  Both these plans identify the

16       project need as a major component of the

17       region's future transportation system to meet

18       existing transportation needs and guide future

19       growth and development.

20              The future land use map for the county and

21       the region encourages redevelopment and

22       reinvestment where infrastructure and

23       development exists.

24              The No Action Alternative is an
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1       unacceptable plan for the region and provides no

2       reasonable alternative to the worsening

3       congestion on the Schuylkill Expressway.  It

4       also stymies future growth and redevelopment

5       efforts in King of Prussia and Norristown.

6              The EIS is a culmination of a planning

7       process that exceeded expectations and

8       requirements for public involvement, and as a

9       result the recommended Locally Preferred

10       Alternative with the North/South design option

11       directly responds to and resolves community

12       concerns about the proximity of the alignment to

13       backyards along the south side of the Turnpike.

14              This alignment choice is the best choice,

15       it has a low number of potential property

16       impacts and the least potential noise impacts.

17       It also has the highest average weekday

18       ridership, the most auto-based trips shifted to

19       transit by 2040, and provides access to the most

20       jobs within a half mile of the proposed

21       stations.

22              Thank you for the opportunity to comment

23       and participate in the Draft EIS.

24              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Jody.
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1              Next we'll hear from Kathy Holtzinger.

2              MS. HOLTZINGER:  Hi, my name is Kathy

3       Holtzinger, I'm a Valley Forge homeowner, and I

4       am against the SEPTA King of Prussia Light Rail.

5              The best I can hope for is that this route

6       will be put on the north side of the

7       Pennsylvania Turnpike at the rest stop side.

8              I just would like to give a little

9       response to everyone who is in favor of the

10       SEPTA KOP Light Rail.  Would you be willing to

11       give up the privacy and the peaceful enjoyment

12       of your home at the end of the day for the KOP

13       SEPTA Light Rail?  If this route was going to

14       put your home and property in the direct line of

15       the train, maybe 30 to 40 feet from your back

16       door, being 40-plus feet in the air to go over

17       the top of 202, would you still be excited to

18       have the SEPTA light rail come to KOP?  Would

19       you be willing to sacrifice the most important

20       investment and possession you or your family own

21       for your community?  I believe I can answer

22       these questions for everyone who is in favor of

23       this project; the answer would be no.

24              And I have spoken about many, many things,
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1       I've spoken about sinkholes and noise vibration

2       and -- but I'm just -- I'm not a CEO, I don't

3       own the casino, I'm not a builder, I'm not an

4       investor.  I'm a homeowner and I'm an American

5       citizen and I want to keep my home and I want to

6       keep the value.

7              Thank you.

8              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Kathy.

9                       (Applause.)

10              MR. O'MALLEY:  Next we'll hear from Susan

11       Scanlon.

12              MS. SCANLON:  Good evening.  I, too, am a

13       resident of Valley Forge Homes and have been

14       living there for 11 years now.  My neighborhood

15       will be greatly impacted should the south side

16       of the Pennsylvania Turnpike become the

17       designated recommended Locally Preferred

18       Alternative, LPA.

19              The Valley Forge Home residents prefer to

20       have the proposed King of Prussia Rail be placed

21       on the north side of the Pennsylvania Turnpike,

22       where the King of Prussia service plaza is

23       located.

24              While my house and backyard is barely
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1       escaping the train, I will still hear it, just

2       as I currently hear the everyday traffic on 202

3       behind my house.  I feel bad for my neighbors

4       who live on Powderhorn Road, Bluebuff and the

5       cul-de-sac of Kingwood Road, where they could

6       end up having this train in their backyard

7       should the -- and lose their privacy should the

8       south side of the PA Turnpike be selected as the

9       Locally Preferred Alternative.

10              I would also like to add that there are

11       many light rail systems that have been built

12       across the country, and many of them have ended

13       up not having the ridership that was expected.

14       I believe that the King of Prussia Rail may

15       start out with a high ridership for the first

16       few years, but then ridership could drop off

17       tremendously.  Anyone who owns a car will drive

18       their car wherever they need to go.  They will

19       not rely on or take public transportation on a

20       daily basis.

21              Thank you.

22              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Susan.

23                       (Applause.)

24              MR. O'MALLEY:  Next we'll hear from Eric
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1       Goldstein.

2              MR. GOLDSTEIN:  Good evening.  My name is

3       Eric Goldstein, executive director of King of

4       Prussia District.

5              On behalf of the board of directors,

6       committee members, 301 commercial property

7       owners of Upper Merion Township, and the staff

8       of the King of Prussia District, I am here to

9       enthusiastically support the King of Prussia

10       Rail.

11              King of Prussia District was created by

12       the township in 2010 to engage public and

13       private partners to collaboratively improve the

14       economic environment in King of Prussia by

15       making it more vibrant and attractive and

16       prosperous.

17              Since the creation of the King of Prussia

18       District, our work has helped to stabilize a

19       declining commercial office market, improve the

20       retail and dining scene, increase property

21       values on what was a stagnant market, and

22       promote King of Prussia as a top destination for

23       employment, entertainment, shopping, and living.

24              King of Prussia District believes that the
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1       extension of the Norristown High Speed Line is

2       necessary to continue the momentum that has been

3       created.  We know that the most successful

4       markets in the United States are those that

5       offer a variety of modes of transportation.

6       King of Prussia Rail is an essential investment

7       in that regard.

8              King of Prussia Rail will help steer

9       future development into concentrated areas that

10       can handle the growth without causing additional

11       burdens on township roadways and resources.

12              King of Prussia Rail will provide

13       opportunities for mixed-used developments that

14       will blend employment opportunities with

15       residential living, the key to traffic

16       mitigation.  Widening roadways is not the cure

17       for congestion issues.  The best ways to address

18       traffic and congestion is to convert commuters

19       into residents by adding high quality housing

20       opportunities and expand public transportation

21       options so that the use of single-occupancy

22       vehicles is not the only mode available.

23              King of Prussia District also believes

24       that the King of Prussia Rail will help
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1       residents of the township reduce commute times

2       to University City and Center City by as much as

3       30 minutes each day, connect employers to a

4       broader pool of employees, and give residents

5       easier access to jobs along the route, including

6       numerous academic and medical institutions

7       located along the Main Line, University City and

8       Center City.

9              We will reduce up to 18 million vehicle

10       miles traveled annually, resulting in less

11       congestion and reduced emissions; generate 5,400

12       to 6,300 direct and indirect jobs during

13       construction and 1,000 jobs annually thereafter;

14       increased commercial real estate values, which

15       in turn increase tax revenues, this will ensure

16       that the residents of King of Prussia maintain

17       their extremely low property taxes; it will

18       provide efficient and dependable passenger rail

19       service to the largest employment center in the

20       township.

21              It is for these reasons and for the

22       continued health of the township and the

23       Philadelphia region as a whole the King of

24       Prussia District supports the extension of the
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1       Norristown High Speed Line.

2              Thank you.

3              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Eric.

4              Next we'll hear from Warren Marchese.

5              MR. MARCHESE:  Thank you.

6              The proposed extension of the Norristown

7       High Speed Line does not benefit citizens of

8       Upper Merion.  It only benefits the businesses

9       that are pushing for its development.

10              We aren't just a mall and a casino, we are

11       a community.  Recently I witnessed more than

12       two-dozen children at my kid's elementary school

13       here in King of Prussia that were sent to school

14       with no lunch.  The school does their best to

15       give at least a grilled cheese sandwich to them

16       to help them through the day.  How many

17       thousands of families would benefit from the

18       $1.2 billion proposed for this project?  The

19       major benefactor should not be a mall or a

20       casino, but the entire community.

21              Adding rail to King of Prussia is another

22       way businesses are driving the transformation of

23       King of Prussia from a town to a city.  It'll

24       cause irreversible destruction of our beautiful
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1       community.  If I wanted to live in a city, I

2       would move to a city.

3              Rail lines are extremely rigid.  Once

4       they're constructed they cannot be changed.  As

5       the needs of the riders change, the rail cannot.

6       Transportation technology is advancing at an

7       extremely high pace.  Ride sharing, automated

8       vehicles will be taking groups of riders door to

9       door on demand rather than from station to

10       station.  Rail riders will always need to figure

11       out the first and last miles of their trip, no

12       matter what the weather.

13              I've been to most of these rail pep

14       rallies, and it's always been marketed as

15       something that's a done deal.  I have never seen

16       the option to vote against it.  To be fair, all

17       rail presentations and proposals should have a

18       place for residents to say no to the entire

19       project.

20              Conversely, across the United States rail

21       lines whose times have come and gone are

22       increasingly excellent sources of land to be

23       converted to healthy hiking, running and biking

24       trails.  I live in King of Prussia, not
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1       Morristown, New Jersey.

2                       (Applause.)

3              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Warren.

4              Next we'll hear from Mike Bowman.

5              MR. BOWMAN:  Thank you.

6              Good evening.  My name is Mike Bowman.

7       I'm the president and CEO of Valley Forge

8       Tourism.

9              It's simple, we at Valley Forge Tourism

10       and Convention Board enthusiastically endorse

11       the SEPTA rail line.  From a tourism standpoint,

12       the project creates thousands of jobs and

13       bolsters the economy.  The project will promote

14       and strengthen regional growth and economic

15       development of the largest commercial center in

16       the suburban Philadelphia region for employees,

17       visitors, and still growing and expanding,

18       especially with the King of Prussia Town Center.

19              There's almost 60,000 people who work in

20       the King of Prussia area, and the Delaware

21       Valley Regional Planning Commission expects that

22       number to go to 64,000 by 2035.  The landmarks

23       like the Valley Forge Historic Park, King of

24       Prussia Mall attract more than 22 million
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1       tourists a year and shoppers.  That's an average

2       of 130,000 people in the area every day.

3              There's a need -- there's a need for an

4       efficient transportation system to ease some of

5       the traffic and delays.  The SEPTA rail line is

6       important, because it will only encourage more

7       visitors to the King of Prussia, Valley Forge

8       and Montgomery County region with reliable

9       transportation in other ways.

10              Tourism is a major driver from Montgomery

11       County's economic standing, in the standing.

12       Spending in Montgomery County reached $1.5

13       billion last year in tourism alone.  In 2016

14       tourism spending supported 4.1 percent of all

15       jobs in Montgomery County, employing close to

16       20,000 people associated with tourism.

17              The project will have an incredibly

18       positive impact on Montgomery County's 1,600

19       restaurants, 75 hotels, family attractions, and

20       more than 200 arts and culture venues; not to

21       mention, SEPTA's KOP Rail will offer easier

22       access to the medical and educational

23       institutions as well as students and faculty

24       traveling in amongst our ten universities and
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1       colleges right along the Norristown Rail Line.

2              More transit connections also increase

3       property values adjacent to the line and create

4       opportunities for new office, housing projects,

5       and retail.  And again, Valley Forge Tourism and

6       Convention Board supports this project.

7              Thank you.

8              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Mike.

9              Next we'll hear from Rick Boyer.

10              MR. BOYER:  Thank you.  Rick Boyer, I'm a

11       resident.

12              TOD, transit-oriented development, allows

13       for an area within approximately a quarter mile

14       or so from a transit stop to be rezoned and

15       redeveloped for a different or new land use,

16       whether it be commercial, residential, open

17       space, recreation, et cetera.

18              Residing in the Hughes Park neighborhood,

19       my neighbors and I have seen this occur where a

20       property long-zoned as industrial have been

21       rezoned to residential.  It's yet to break

22       ground, but it's going to be approximately 300

23       new apartments into our neighborhood.

24              With new stops being proposed in the
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1       current developed areas, two stops on 1st Avenue

2       and two stops at the mall, I would like to see

3       more details and examples on how additional TOD

4       zoning could not only affect and enhance new

5       stops, but also on current residential stops in

6       Gulph Mills, Hughes Park and Bridgeport.

7              I feel it's important to maintain and

8       enhance the strength of our residential

9       communities by reserving open space or provide

10       strong recreation areas for our growing families

11       here in King of Prussia.

12              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Rick.

13              Next we'll hear from Rich Bickel.

14              MR. BICKEL:  Good evening.  My name is

15       Richard Bickel.  I am a retired urban and

16       regional planner previously employed by the

17       Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,

18       SEPTA and Montgomery County Planning Commission.

19       I'm here tonight to present the position

20       statement of PenTrans.  I am a board member of

21       PenTrans, and they have authorized this position

22       statement.

23              For those who may not be familiar,

24       PenTrans is a multimodal transportation advocacy
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1       organization that works to influence better

2       transportation planning and investment decisions

3       by fostering an effective dialogue among public

4       officials, technical experts, stakeholders, and

5       the public.

6              What is our position?  PenTrans strongly

7       supports the timely completion of the Draft

8       Environmental Impact Statement and the

9       advancement of the King of Prussia Rail Project

10       toward implementation consistent with the

11       recommended Locally Preferred Alternative.

12              Our rationale is similar to the handout

13       that SEPTA prepared that lists the benefits of

14       the project.  The proposed King of Prussia Rail

15       Project will enhance access to both Upper Merion

16       and Norristown for workers and residents;

17       facilitate intermodal connections to shopping,

18       jobs and residential areas; provide improved

19       commuting times between King of Prussia and

20       Philadelphia; and generate new economic

21       development activity with increased market

22       values and tax revenues.

23              Additional benefits include helping to

24       reduce traffic congestion, improving air
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1       quality, supporting more compact development

2       patterns, and strengthening the overall quality

3       of life for the area.

4              We have an additional comment.  SEPTA and

5       the consultant team have been diligent in

6       listening to local community and neighborhood

7       issues and concerns, resulting in corridor

8       realignments with related mitigation efforts.

9       These modifications have incorporated -- have

10       been incorporated in the Locally Preferred

11       Alternative.  We hope that this approach will

12       continue as the project advances, with careful

13       consideration of the concerns of local residents

14       and the possible need for additional mitigation

15       activities.

16              Thank you for the opportunity to make

17       these comments.  We think this is a

18       vitally-needed project for the Philadelphia

19       region.  It should have been built yesterday.

20       We're here today.  Let's get it built tomorrow

21       as quickly as possible.

22              Thank you.

23              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Rich.

24                       (Applause.)
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1              MR. O'MALLEY:  Next we'll hear from Dan

2       Platt.

3              MR. PLATT:  Good evening.  MY name is Dan

4       Platt.  I'm the chief financial officer of UGI

5       Utilities, and I'm here this evening to read a

6       letter on behalf of John Walsh, president and

7       CEO of UGI Corporation.

8              As an employer of approximately 450 people

9       in King of Prussia, I am writing on behalf of

10       UGI Corporation and AmeriGas (inaudible).

11              (Multiple people commenting about not

12       hearing.)

13              MR. PLATT:  As an employer of

14       approximately 450 people in King of Prussia, I

15       am writing on behalf of UGI Corporation and

16       AmeriGas to actively endorse King of Prussia

17       Rail.  I believe that this vital infrastructure

18       project will provide significant benefits to the

19       residents, employees and businesses of Upper

20       Merion Township and the Greater Philadelphia

21       region.

22              This direct transportation alternative

23       connecting Philadelphia to the largest

24       commercial center in the suburban region will
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1       reduce traffic congestion, enhance economic

2       development in the local community, and broaden

3       access to quality employees for employers in

4       King of Prussia such as UGI.

5              As evidenced by recent commercial and

6       residential economic activity, King of Prussia

7       is a vibrant and growing community.  King of

8       Prussia Rail is a logical step to provide the

9       needed infrastructure to allow for growth in the

10       local economy while providing residents in

11       Philadelphia and the surrounding communities

12       with convenient and reliable public

13       transportation service, King of Prussia area

14       jobs and amenities.

15              UGI, along with our affiliate, AmeriGas,

16       has been an employer in King of Prussia for more

17       than 40 years and we place significant value on

18       our long-term and successful partnership with

19       the local community.  UGI endorses King of

20       Prussia Rail and we encourage our community

21       business partners to do so as well.

22              Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

23              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Dan.

24              Next we'll hear from Melanie Cichy.
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1              MS. CICHY:  Cichy.

2              MR. O'MALLEY:  Please spell your name.

3              MS. CICHY:  C-i-c-h-y.

4              I have been a resident of King of Prussia

5       for seven years.  I love public transportation,

6       but this proposed rail is a bad fit for this

7       community.  There are several problems that I

8       see with it:

9              There's poor planning with Town Center.

10       It's out there, there's tons of new apartment

11       buildings and they're -- it's completely cut off

12       from the rail.

13              The actual destination of the rail goes to

14       69th Street and then you need to transfer to

15       actually get into Center City, where a lot of

16       people would actually want to go.

17              Personally, I would never use this rail,

18       because for me it would be easier to drive to

19       Radnor, to park there to take the

20       Paoli-Thorndale Line, and it's actually cheaper,

21       too.  I did a whole analysis and found out it's

22       going to cost me $9.25 to go to the airport

23       using the Paoli-Thorndale Line versus $9.75 to

24       use the Norristown High Speed Rail with all the
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1       transfers; and it's also quicker for me to take

2       the Paoli-Thorndale Line versus the Norristown

3       High Speed Rail with all the transfers.

4              Something else they don't really consider

5       is when -- I keep hearing this phrase,

6       "bolstering the economy."  It's completely

7       speculative.  There's no one that can know what

8       the future will hold.  It's only predictive and

9       it's hopeful.

10              Not all areas -- all areas of travel are

11       even accounted for.  There are tons of different

12       roads that filter into King of Prussia; we have

13       202, 422 and 76.  This one specifically

14       addresses just from the Philadelphia area and

15       does not address the ton of traffic that comes

16       from the other areas.  Why wouldn't SEPTA

17       propose rails from that -- from other areas to

18       come into King of Prussia as a way to actually

19       sustain this area and decrease the congestion?

20              And, also, parking options, I saw there's

21       two parking spots available, but then there's

22       stations along the way that don't have parking

23       available.  As a resident, I wouldn't want to

24       use the ones in the middle rather than have to
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1       go to the end lines.

2                       (Applause.)

3              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Melanie.

4              Next we'll hear from Mark Forster.

5              MR. FORSTER:  Good evening.  My name is

6       Mark Forster.  I'm a life-long resident of Upper

7       Merion Township.  I'm also the chairman of the

8       board and vice-president of the King of Prussia

9       Volunteer Fire Company.  I'm speaking on behalf

10       of the fire company this evening.

11              The fire company has been referenced in

12       several recent conversations and meetings

13       regarding the proposed SEPTA King of Prussia

14       Light Rail System.  The board of directors of

15       the volunteer fire company would like to advise

16       the residents, businesses and visitors to our

17       area that your safety is our primary concern.

18              While SEPTA's met with some board

19       members -- some King of Prussia Fire Company

20       board members -- to explain their ideas, the

21       board of directors is not supportive in any of

22       the proposed situations that affect our property

23       or our operations.

24              In the development of the most recent
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1       report, at no time was the fire chief or the

2       administrator, the leadership of the fire

3       company consulted about potential impacts and

4       the issues upon the public or the fire company

5       property.  Their environmental impact study is

6       slightly flawed.  There is no mention of public

7       safety anywhere in the study.

8              Thank you.

9                       (Applause.)

10              MR. O'MALLEY:  Next we'll hear from Joan

11       McAndrew.

12              MS. McANDREW:  Hello.  He seems to be a

13       hard act to follow in this room.

14              I am a resident for the last 15 years of

15       -- in Brookwood.  I like this area, it has lower

16       taxes, better services.  Love the plowing.  I

17       went to the University of Buffalo.

18              One of the things that was mentioned was

19       traffic congestion being decreased.  Wouldn't we

20       all want 202, 76, 276, even 476 to be not peak

21       hours but at least not dipping hours where you

22       just sit in traffic?  The -- I don't -- I can't

23       really foresee traffic decreasing.  The best I

24       could hope for is that it would remain the same;
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1       but we are going to be getting rid of the buses,

2       from my understanding, which helps the air

3       quality.

4              If this area is a growing area, that

5       usually means growing congestion, so I have

6       concerns regarding this.  But I was also an

7       administrator of a business that ran 24/7, so I

8       can see the positives from the standpoint of

9       businesses.  It makes a whole lot of sense and

10       hopefully dollars for them.  But, also, when

11       running a business 24/7, the noise level,

12       especially when you're talking about at night

13       people going back and forth.  And if this rail

14       is within someone's backyard, it doesn't seem

15       fair to them.

16              The greening of America that we're all

17       supposed to be striving for, yes, the rail will

18       be quieter, it will be hopefully more

19       cost-effective.

20              I want to take Jody's and the fire

21       department's extra minutes, because I say that

22       the greening, we have to see about tourism.  All

23       right.  We have a gem, the Valley Forge National

24       Park.  Why won't the line go that far?  If it's
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1       going that far for working, why not for the

2       people coming out of the city and enjoying a

3       national park?

4              I grew up in Delaware County, hopped a bus

5       as a teenager, went to 69th Street.  I'm the

6       oldest of 11.  By the time my younger sister,

7       who's 15 years younger than me, came along, it

8       wasn't a good place to go by yourself.  So we

9       need increased support services; the police, the

10       fire, EMTs, we need the sanitation.  When I go

11       through 69th Street now, it's like I'm afraid to

12       touch anything.  It's -- it scares me.  Then

13       there's the safety issues.  So what's going to

14       happen with this over time?

15              Thank you for your time today.

16                       (Applause.)

17              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Joan.

18              Next we'll hear from Michael Napolitano.

19              MR. NAPOLITAN:  My name is Mike Napolitan,

20       N-a-p-o-l-i-t-a-n.  I'm a professional

21       geologist.

22              And today we are here for the Draft

23       Environmental Impact Statement, and no one

24       speaking yet has talked about the environmental
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1       impact.

2              The impact of this -- if you've noticed,

3       SEPTA doesn't bring it up, and in their nice

4       little presentation earlier they kind of started

5       the Henderson Road Train Station.  And the

6       reason why is because this line comes off of the

7       main line right beside our drinking water

8       aquifer reservoir at the quarry that Aqua

9       controls.  It is also directly down-gradient of

10       a Superfund site that has impacted that quarry

11       in the past, and is currently, in the recent

12       environmental review period of that Superfund

13       site, has found more contamination in the

14       ejection well.

15              So SEPTA doesn't even discuss that in

16       their Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

17       They don't talk about how it will affect our

18       water quality that everyone drinks.  Whether you

19       have visibility of the train line, whether it's

20       coming past your house, you have vibrations,

21       whatever the issue is, it will impact almost

22       every resident in Upper Merion if this is

23       allowed to happen, because it'll change the

24       conditions that are currently in existence with
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1       the Superfund site and our drinking water

2       aquifer.

3              So I'm just a resident here, I don't have

4       any power other than what I can do here, but I

5       think that their Environmental Impact Statement

6       is severely lacking, they need to do studies to

7       ensure us that our drinking water aquifer will

8       not be impacted, the reservoir.

9              Thank you.

10              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you.

11              Next we'll hear from Rob Henry.

12              MR. HENRY:  Thank you.  Good evening.

13              Good evening.  My name is Rob Henry.  I'm

14       the executive director of the GVF, a

15       not-for-profit transportation management

16       association headquartered in King of Prussia,

17       Pennsylvania.

18              GVF has been headquartered in King of

19       Prussia for over 27 years and our mission is to

20       achieve a desirable quality of life and healthy

21       competitive economic environment by developing

22       multifaceted transportation strategies.

23       Everything we do is done through the science of

24       transportation demand management.  TDM is
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1       managing demand on the system and creating

2       alternatives to enhance the system in the most

3       efficient and effective ways.  GVF works with

4       all levels of government throughout the private

5       sector to tackle our most challenging

6       infrastructure projects.

7              Public transit is often the backbone of a

8       strong and thriving community.  The King of

9       Prussia Rail extension is a much-needed

10       enhancement to this community and our region for

11       a variety of reasons.

12              Our organization was founded in

13       partnership with Upper Merion Township in 1990

14       as employers were struggling to get their

15       employees to and from work.  Since that time,

16       we've worked on countless projects to further

17       enhance the Upper Merion community.  We've

18       worked on highway capacity projects, trail

19       extension, enhancements to SEPTA's bus and local

20       bus service, and many others; but as the

21       community has continued to grow, so has

22       congestion.  The King of Prussia Rail Project

23       would be an amazing amenity for Upper Merion and

24       the region for many years to come.
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1              As our world is changing and as new

2       mobility options are coming to the forefront,

3       it's imperative we invest in smart

4       transportation choices.  The King of Prussia

5       Rail Project is one those choices.

6              I also have the privilege of serving as

7       the president of ACT, which is an international

8       association that focuses on smart transportation

9       investment throughout the community.  As I

10       travel the United States, I see communities

11       investing tens of billions of dollars in public

12       transit in order to provide access to their

13       communities for both residents and employers.

14       The King of Prussia Rail Project is a

15       transformative project that will do just that.

16              I applaud SEPTA and the King of Prussia

17       Rail Coalition, of which we are a founding

18       member, for moving this much-needed project

19       forward.

20              Thank you.

21              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Rob.

22              Next we'll hear from Sue Groff.

23              MS. GROFF:  Okay.  My name is Susan Groff,

24       G-r-o-f-f, and I'm representing the Valley Forge
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1       Homes Civic Association.

2              As a long-time King of Prussia resident, I

3       would like to formally state my concerns about

4       this project.  It seems as if the only people it

5       will benefit are the businesses in King of

6       Prussia, the mall, the casino, and the workers

7       that will come from the city, Upper Darby and

8       Norristown.  There is a lot of talk about how

9       the rail will increase commerce and increase

10       property value, but that will only affect the

11       people who own the businesses being able to pay

12       lower-wage workers and the developers who will

13       build apartments or condos closer to the train

14       station.

15              If the board of directors chooses to pick

16       the original LPA that hovers along our

17       backyards, that will seriously decrease our

18       property value and will change our neighborhood

19       for the worse.

20              I don't see how this high speed line that

21       goes into one of the worst suburbs of

22       Philadelphia is going to be appealing for any

23       suburban person who wants to commute into the

24       city.  It's inefficient and quite possibly
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1       dangerous for people to have to transfer in such

2       a rundown and insecure location just to get to

3       their location downtown.

4              Many people don't want this train here at

5       all.  It's not going to help the residential

6       community, only the business community.  I

7       personally will never take the train, because of

8       where the transfer is to complete the trip into

9       the city.  I especially do not want this train

10       in my backyard, as do many others in Valley

11       Forge Homes, but if it has to happen because the

12       powers that be with the deep pockets want it to

13       happen, then it needs to be on the other side of

14       the turnpike, the Alternative North/South

15       Option.  That is the only vaguely acceptable

16       option for our neighborhood.

17              And, in addition, the video shown during

18       the open house did not show the LPA that runs

19       directly behind our homes.  According to the

20       DEIS, that original LPA still exists as an

21       option.  People need to see that option if it's

22       still a possibility.  Only showing the design

23       alternatives is not transparent.  People need to

24       see how this can affect our homes.  Show that
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1       video, you may not get the same support.

2              Thank you.

3                       (Applause.)

4              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you.

5              Next we'll hear from Eric Kirse.

6              MR. KIRSE:  My name is Eric Kirse.  I've

7       been a local resident of the King of Prussia,

8       Valley Forge area for the last ten years.

9              I'd like to just express my gratitude for

10       the people who are, you know, putting this rail

11       project together.  It's something that when I

12       first moved here I was kind of disappointed not

13       to be able to take a train ride somewhere.  You

14       know, I'm also on board with the increasing, you

15       know, desire to go green and improve our, you

16       know, ability to reduce the congestion in this

17       area.

18              The other thing, really, on my -- on my

19       list of items is that, you know, some people

20       have brought up the 69th Street transfer.  And I

21       think that's an important thing to consider in,

22       you know, the overall course of the project, is

23       just, you know, I think the best thing would be

24       able to go straight into Center City to King of
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1       Prussia and from King of Prussia back to Center

2       City, if possible.

3              Thanks for doing this project.

4              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Eric.

5              Next we'll hear from Teresa D'Angelo.

6              MS. D'ANGELO:  Hi.  I'm Teresa D'Angelo, a

7       resident -- a 52-year resident of King of

8       Prussia.  Moved here when I was just a baby.

9       Stayed, obviously.

10              My current home is in Valley Forge Homes.

11       We are on Powderhorn Road, the road -- someone

12       had said earlier that there's a low impact of

13       residents.  Powderhorn Road is part of that low

14       impact.  So as low as your number will be, I

15       don't want to be that number.  So that needs to

16       be into the consideration.  We need to get this

17       number down to zero, not low.  We do appreciate

18       that you're looking at the other side of the

19       turnpike.  If it does go through, we're hoping

20       that's where it would go, the other side.

21              But, again, as many people have said, I

22       don't think it's going to lessen the traffic

23       either.  The sight of it, the sound of it, not

24       thrilled with any of that.  People parking at
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1       the mall to get onto the train, that's just

2       going to cause a lot more car traffic when they

3       get back to their cars and get off the train.

4       That's going to create traffic, parking issues,

5       security, all of that.

6              Again, other people are commenting on 69th

7       Street.  It's gross down there.  I wouldn't want

8       to transfer there either.

9              I think the only people that it's going to

10       benefit are the real estate developers, the

11       large businesses.  They're the only ones who are

12       going to benefit.  I don't see residents

13       benefitting from this, so I would hope SEPTA

14       could put themselves in the shoes of us

15       residents and see why the majority of us are

16       against this.

17              Thank you.

18                       (Applause.)

19              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Teresa.

20              Next we'll hear from Jacqueline Kamp.

21              MS. KAMP:  Hello.  My name's Jacqueline

22       Kamp.  I'm also a very-long-time resident of the

23       township.  I've been here for about 50 years.  I

24       volunteer on the local planning commission, but
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1       I'm speaking tonight not as a planning

2       commission member but as a resident.

3              I'm very much in favor of this transit

4       line.  I think that it will be an asset to the

5       community, and I think that in -- as a resident

6       looking at the impacts on the community, one of

7       my strongest reasons for being very much in

8       favor is that I've lived here long enough that

9       I've watched the impact of the automobile

10       infrastructure on the community over the last 50

11       years, and it has not been positive.  The roads

12       just keep getting wider, the traffic gets worse.

13       We  make the roads wider again, the traffic gets

14       worse again.  It is not a solution to continue

15       to make, quote, roads wider, traffic move

16       faster, more volume to move through town.

17              And over the course of the years that

18       we've been using that as a solution to our

19       transportation problems, the continuity of our

20       community itself has suffered.  As the roads get

21       wider, they cut parts of the community off from

22       one another.  They make it impossible for

23       children to walk to school.

24              And I just think that as we're looking at
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1       potential pros and cons of the rail line, we

2       just need to realize that over the last 50

3       years, while the progression of the car

4       infrastructure has been gradual, it has been

5       significant and it has been detrimental, and

6       looking for new solutions that are more

7       sustainable and that meet the lifestyle

8       preferences of the younger generations coming up

9       is not only good for the economy and the

10       businesses and the environment, but it is good

11       for the residents of the township and the

12       quality of life in our community.

13              Thank you.

14              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Jacqueline.

15                       (Applause.)

16              MR. O'MALLEY:  Next we'll hear from John

17       Boyle.

18              MR. BOYLE:  Hello.  My name is John Boyle.

19       I am the research director for the Bicycle

20       Coalition of Greater Philadelphia.

21              On behalf of the Bicycle Coalition, I

22       would like to offer out support for the

23       expansion of the Route 100 to King of Prussia

24       and Greater Valley Forge.  Expanded high speed
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1       rail service will offer more opportunities for a

2       connection to the circuit trails.  In

3       particular, we recommend that the proposed 1st

4       and Moore/Convention Center Station just outside

5       of Valley Forge National Historic Park includes

6       safe bicycle and pedestrian connection to the

7       Valley Forge Trail network.

8              We also recommend that the Henderson

9       Avenue Station -- Henderson Road, excuse me, be

10       explicitly connected to the Chester Valley

11       Trail.  We encourage SEPTA to closely coordinate

12       with the Montgomery County Planning Commission

13       to assure that both stations create seamless

14       connections with the Circuit Trails.

15              The Environmental Impact Statement does

16       not indicate whether or not the third track will

17       be required between the existing high speed rail

18       corridor between 69th Street and Hughes Park.

19       Portions of the unused right-of-way have been

20       proposed for a possible rail-with-trail

21       alignment for the Forge to Refuge Trail.  We

22       strongly encourage SEPTA to be open to allowing

23       usage of the Route 100 right-of-way for a future

24       rail-to-trail alignment for the Forge to Refuge
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1       Trail between Haverford and Radnor.

2              The PECO/1st Ave. action alternative looks

3       like it may share the right-of-way with the

4       Chester Valley Trail along the Hanson access

5       road.  We request that the final EIS

6       specifically state that the future Chester

7       Valley Trail extension will not be negatively

8       impacted by the construction of the rail line if

9       this alternative is chosen.

10              New rail cars need to include dedicated

11       hanging bike racks, similar to those installed

12       in Jersey Transit's River Line, to safely secure

13       bicycles.  Even SEPTA's existing N-5 rail cars

14       on the high speed line already have space for

15       three or four bicycles, to hold their bicycles,

16       to store bicycles in the rear vestibule.  The

17       Bicycle Coalition of Greater Philadelphia

18       believes that carrying bikes on rush hour trains

19       should not be an issue unless the vehicle is

20       standing room only.

21              Finally, at the 69th Street center we

22       would like to see a more direct platform access

23       between the Norristown High Speed Line and the

24       Market-Frankford el.  Even if an
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1       across-the-platform transfer cannot be installed

2       initially, due to cost, it should be included as

3       a future option, dependent on ridership demand.

4       We also recommend that SEPTA improve upon the

5       directional signage between the two lines for

6       customers seeking to make this transfer.  It is

7       not easy to discern, especially for the

8       first-time user.

9              Thank you very much.

10              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, John.

11                       (Applause.)

12              MR. O'MALLEY:  Next we'll hear from James

13       Ankers.

14              MR. ANKERS:  I'm James Ankers.  I'm a

15       10-year -- 11-year resident of the township.

16              I am in favor of the project, although I

17       respect and appreciate the concerns of the

18       residents who are opposed.

19              I grew up in a home with regional rail

20       running directly behind the house, maybe about

21       50 yards away.  There were railroad crossings

22       nearby, so we had the horn blowing a great deal.

23       All in all, we found, as well as our neighbors

24       found, it was worth it to have this nearby
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1       access, about a half mile, to a station.  With

2       that said, those who suffer any economic losses,

3       from whatever the final implementation of this

4       project may be, should be fairly compensated.

5              My teenage son has a learning disability

6       that is not severe enough for him to never have

7       a job, but severe enough that he may never be

8       able to safely operate a car.  Having a nearby

9       rail option could end up being the thing that

10       opens up more employment opportunities for him

11       outside the township.

12              Following the development of the most

13       balanced plan, every effort should be made to

14       complete the project while working to minimize

15       the negative impact on homes closest to the

16       line.

17              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, James.

18              Next we'll hear from Dan Klein.

19              MR. KLEIN:  Good evening.  My name is Dan

20       Klein, and I'm a resident.

21              I want to express my support for the King

22       of Prussia Rail Project for the following three

23       reasons:  It has the potential to add up to 10

24       percent in value to homes within three miles of
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1       each station; it would be a great alternative to

2       our congested local roads; and it provides

3       environmental benefits.

4              I advise SEPTA to continue to work with

5       regional and local stakeholders to find common

6       ground in order to see this project through to

7       completion.

8              Thank you.

9              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Dan.

10              Next we'll hear from Sarah Burke.

11              MS. BURKE:  Good evening.  My name is

12       Sarah Burke.  I've been a resident of King of

13       Prussia for 12 years now, and I'm here because

14       I'm against the Locally Preferred Alternative

15       for the King of Prussia Rail.

16              The reason I am against it is because it

17       is going to affect many residents, specifically

18       those in the Valley Forge Homes neighborhood.

19       And so I implore all of you, even those of you

20       who are for the train, to please state that you

21       are for the design option that brings the train

22       on the north side of the turnpike, so it does

23       not affect the residents of Valley Forge Homes.

24              I also want to dispute the notion that it
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1       is going to raise property values in King of

2       Prussia.  There's several reasons I believe

3       this.  One of the reasons is because there are

4       studies that have been done specifically

5       involving light rail -- so, not regional rail

6       but light rail -- and they say that in order for

7       property values to increase, homes have to be

8       within a quarter to a half a mile of a station,

9       and usually the biggest property value increase

10       is within a quarter of a mile of any station.

11              The current five proposed stations are not

12       within a quarter of a mile of any residence in

13       King of Prussia; so these would be the Henderson

14       Road stations, two at the mall, one at the

15       casino, and one at 1st Avenue.  So current

16       residential properties would not be within a

17       quarter mile of the station.

18              Additionally, most of them, I think all of

19       them, actually, would not currently be walkable.

20       So this would require significant investment for

21       King of Prussia.

22              SEPTA states on their talking points

23       document that regional rail does increase

24       property values in towns where the rail
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1       services, but the light rail, the Norristown

2       High Speed Line, is very different from the

3       regional rail.  The regional rail is a one-seat

4       ride in order to get to Center City

5       Philadelphia, and the Norristown High Speed Line

6       is a two-seat ride from King of Prussia.  You

7       would have to stop at 69th Street Station.  And

8       so the study comparing regional rail to light

9       rail, I think it's pretty much null.  It's like

10       comparing apples and oranges.

11              And then, finally, what I would like to

12       say is that there are currently already three

13       stops concerning the Norristown High Speed Line.

14       The previous speaker, he said that those within

15       three miles of the station would see property

16       value increases, but there -- all of the homes

17       in King of Prussia are already within three

18       miles of the Norristown High Speed Line, and so

19       this would not increase our property values.

20              Thank you.

21              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you.

22              Next we'll hear from Nick Church.  Nick

23       Church?  I assume that Nick is no longer willing

24       to speak.
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1              Nick was the last speaker that I have on

2       my registration list, so at this point we will

3       close this hearing, and I thank you all for

4       coming.

5              (Whereupon, the public hearing was

6       concluded at approximately 7:13 p.m.)
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1                     *  *  *  *

2                MS. MELANIE:  My name is Cichy Melanie.

3      I've been a resident of King of Prussia for seven

4      years.  I love public transportation, but this

5      proposed rail is a bad fit for this community.

6      There are several problems that I have with this

7      plan.

8                The first problem is poor planning with

9      Town Center.  There's a missed opportunity with

10      connecting to the Town Center.  Uh, there's many

11      apartments being built there, and they are

12      completely offset from the rail itself.

13                The second problem I have is the actual

14      destination of the rail.  Rather than going into

15      Center City this line goes to 69th Street, which

16      forces transfers to even get to downtown areas.

17      As a resident here in King of Prussia it's easier

18      for me to drive to Radnor or Paoli and jump on the

19      Paoli/Thorndale Regional Rail Line to get right

20      into the city or get to the airport.

21                This extension is not for the residents,

22      it's for the businesses.  But we would have to

23      deal with -- we the residents would have to deal

24      with the construction, the extra noise from the
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1      trains, and the eyesore running through our

2      community.

3                Some -- an issue not addressed at all

4      that I've seen is the plans for the ever

5      increasing need for parking.  Have you ever been

6      to the mall during Christmastime, there's no

7      parking already.

8                The fourth problem I have is, where are

9      the finances coming from?  The government grants

10      that were -- are told to be paying for the -- for

11      a portion of the rail do not cover the entire sum,

12      so who is expected to pick up the rest of the

13      bill?

14                Just to show how inefficient this line

15      would be for my personal needs, I have mapped out

16      the ability for me to get from my house to the

17      Airport Line.  Using the Paoli/Thorndale Line I

18      drive to Radnor, which takes me about 15 minutes.

19      From there I jump on the train at Radnor Train

20      Station, and it takes me 30 minutes to get to 30th

21      Street Station, where I can transfer easily to the

22      Airport Line.  It takes about 64 minutes from

23      my -- leaving my house to getting to the airport,

24      and it costs $9.25.
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1                If I were to take the Norristown High

2      Speed Rail, the same, starting in Norristown,

3      because there's no proposed stop yet in King of

4      Prussia, it would take a five to ten-minute drive

5      and park time to get to the train station.

6                Then I would have to take the Norristown

7      High Speed Rail from Norristown to 69th Street,

8      which takes 34 minutes.  I would have to transfer

9      to the Market-Frankford Line, which would take me

10      into Center City, which would be about another 13

11      minutes.

12                I would have to then walk from the

13      Market-Frankford Line to the Airport Line, which

14      is about a five-minute walk, and then, again,

15      18-minute trip to the airport.  Totalling

16      approximately 70 minutes, and the cost of $9.75

17      through the Quick Trip, which would cost $2 for

18      the Norristown High Speed Rail, a dollar transfer

19      to the Market-Frankford, and then $6.75 for the

20      Zone Four airport parking -- airport ticket.

21                What this doesn't account for is the

22      waiting time for the transfers, or the extra time

23      on the Norristown High Speed Rail from the actual

24      starting point, which isn't determined yet.
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1                Some other questions I would have that

2      haven't been addressed, will the new stations have

3      ticket booths to cut down the cost of me

4      purchasing a ticket?  Will parking cost money?

5                That's it.

6                MR. PHILIPS:  My name is Tom Philips.  I

7      thank you for allowing me to speak today.

8                Uh, I'm interested in the proposed rail

9      system.  I think it is a huge misuse of money.  I

10      can't picture that it does anything better than

11      what we already have.

12                The proposed rail is a spur off of the

13      Main Line, uh, High Speed Line.  The word they

14      often use upstairs is "extension".  And I notice

15      now, since I've pointed it out to them, they call

16      it a spur/extension.  There is absolutely no such

17      thing as a spur/extension.  You can have

18      extensions, which lengthen the line -- rail line

19      on either end, one end or the other or both ends,

20      or you can have a spur, which is something taken

21      off the middle of the High Speed Line, which is

22      what this is.  It's a spur.

23                It's very seldom used in transit because

24      it is so inefficient and impractical.  What the
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1      spur will do is double the length of time between

2      trains that ultimately reach King of Prussia.

3      You can have a train leaving 69th Street every,

4      uh, 10 minutes, and if you have one train going to

5      King of Prussia, and the next one going to

6      Norristown, and the third one going back to King

7      of Prussia, and so on, the length of time between

8      trains in King of Prussia is 20 minutes, just by

9      definition.

10                The buses -- we already have a bus line

11      in King of Prussia, the 99 Bus.  It comes from

12      Phoenixville, but it stops at the, uh, Casino.  It

13      stops a couple of stops down 1st Avenue, the

14      business park, and there's a couple of stops in

15      the shopping center, the mall.  And then it goes

16      down 202 -- or up 202, I guess it technically is,

17      and stops at King Manor Rail Station on the High

18      Speed Line.

19                I don't think that the proposed train

20      will get you there down to 69th Street any faster

21      than the 99, plus King Manor stop.  In fact, I

22      think that the 99 King Manor Stop High Speed

23      Line will be faster, because there's only 10

24      minutes between trains -- between the bus and the
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1      train.

2                Uh, the -- a couple of other things that

3      I'm concerned about is the -- with the High Speed

4      Line you have a proposed bridge going over the

5      bridge on 202.  So, we have a bridge going over

6      the Turnpike, and then we got another bridge going

7      over all of that.  I think that's a horrendous

8      piece of engineering.  I mean, that's -- that

9      means you haven't really thought things out,

10      because there's always a way around without having

11      to stack bridges.  And I see also that you're

12      crossing the Turnpike twice, which I think also is

13      a, um, misuse of funds.

14                I know there's a huge chunk of money

15      already given by the Federal Government, and you

16      got to match it.  And the latest I've heard, now

17      they expect $500 million to come from the State

18      of Pennsylvania.  I have no idea in the world how

19      they're going to get $500 million out of

20      Pennsylvania.  That means that we just add another

21      billion to the debt, I guess, and move on.

22                And then there's been some promises made

23      with this, in passing, that are impossible to

24      meet.  One of them was that the High Speed -- the
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1      proposed train, 69th Street, Market El, uh, will

2      get you to Philadelphia an hour quicker than you

3      can get going down, uh, on the 125 Bus.

4                Since you look at the schedule the 125

5      Bus, in some cases, takes less than an hour to get

6      there, all the way down the Schuylkill.  And in

7      the worst case it's 70 minutes.  It's just a

8      little bit longer than an hour.  I know that

9      during three o'clock to six o'clock in the

10      afternoon the traffic is a little bit slower, but

11      it's nowhere near where  you can get there an hour

12      faster than you can on the 125.

13                I thank you for your time and your

14      consideration.  I know that we're fighting an

15      awful lot of monied people with the Business Park

16      and the Casino and the Mall, but, uh, this is a

17      beautiful little town, we don't need bridges over

18      202, and we don't need, uh -- don't need a High

19      Speed Line.  It's just an extravagant use of

20      money.

21                Thank you.

22                MR. METZLER:  Good evening.  My name is

23      Bill Metzler, I live at 524 Kingwood Road, that's

24      in the Valley Forge home section of the township.
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1                I'd just like to go on the record and

2      say that while I am against this rail, I really

3      feel that it would go a long way with the

4      residents if we could see this rail over on the

5      Service Plaza side of the Turnpike.

6                It would really, I think, help the

7      neighbors, help the residents.  A lot of those

8      people have been in their homes since the 1950s,

9      and for this rail to come through now and put them

10      out is just wrong.

11                I know it's an additional expense to

12      SEPTA, from what I understand from the last

13      meeting, but, again, I think it would really go a

14      long way with the residents if this could be

15      placed on the Service Plaza side.

16                Thank you.

17                MR. PACIELLO:  Hello.  My name is John

18      Paciello, II.  I'm here about the King of Prussia

19      Rail meeting.

20                I am against this rail, because, uh,

21      they would like to take out either the

22      (unintelligible) Memorial, or the firehouse, and

23      currently they have -- they do not have adequate

24      funding for this project.  They've already
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1      stated -- SEPTA is running this as a loss, they

2      said they don't make any money off of this, so why

3      do they need to spend the money off this, in

4      previous meetings when I've been to.

5                I disagree with the route.  It's not

6      going to help traffic, it's going to not improve

7      anything.  It's not good for the community,

8      because it will -- it will make -- sorry.  It will

9      make the -- it'll make traffic, uh, more -- cause

10      more traffic, because people have to get around

11      this thing driving different ways, and they will

12      be doing road diets on 1st Avenue to foot -- to

13      shoehorn this thing in, and I don't agree with

14      that.

15                So, and there's no stations near any

16      residential homes, so it's not going to -- it's

17      not good for the local people of the township.  It

18      doesn't benefit King of Prussia one bit, it

19      only benefits the people coming from outside of

20      King of Prussia to King -- outside, from the

21      Philadelphia area into King of Prussia.  So, it's

22      a one-way.  We're giving up, and people from

23      outside our community are taking it.

24                I don't agree with it, and they need to,
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1      uh -- this is why I'm against the rail.  I don't

2      believe in it, and I don't think -- I feel like

3      the politicians and SEPTA are pushing this down

4      our throat, something we didn't ask for.

5                If it was direct Regional Rail

6      connecting the R5 Line into Norristown that would

7      be a different story, where it can help people

8      versus -- because people are not going to want to

9      take a, uh -- a, uh, a rail line from -- from

10      the, uh -- or use the KOP Rail to connect to a

11      SEPTA Regional Rail to go into Philadelphia.  They

12      would rather drive to a Regional Rail station at

13      the very least, and use that.

14                So, I don't see this as improving

15      anything in here, it's just causing more gridlock

16      and more problems.  Plus, we have to then bring in

17      more police and fire, and our fire department's

18      volunteer, and you want to move the firehouse,

19      that doesn't make sense.

20                So, go find another city to ruin,

21      please.  And, uh, thank you very much for your

22      time.

23                This is John Paciello again, II.

24      Again, I -- the other thing is, I just moved to
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1      Delaware County.  I've ridden the King of Prus --

2      not the King of Prussia Rail, but the rail line

3      that goes from Upper Darby to Norristown.  And

4      it gets worse as you get closer to Upper Darby.

5      And the condition of the tracks and everything

6      it's just -- it looks terrible.  And I'm afraid

7      that's what's going to happen to King of Prussia,

8      it's not going to be maintained.  Who's going to

9      be maintaining the infrastructure?  SEPTA can't

10      upkeep the infrastructure that they currently

11      have, it looks like garbage.

12                And people lay -- throw trash around

13      it.  So why do it, because you can get more money

14      and funding.  That's all it's worth to you guys,

15      is money.

16                Uh, to us it's an eyesore.  We don't

17      need this.

18                     *  *  *  *

19                (Whereupon, the private oral

20           comment session of the hearing concluded

21           at 6:00 p.m.)

22                     *  *  *  *

23

24
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1

2                C E R T I F I C A T E

3                       - - - -

4

5           I hereby certify that the testimony and

6      the proceedings in the aforegoing matter are

7      contained fully and accurately in the

8      stenographic notes taken by me, and that the

9      copy is a true and accurate transcript of the

10      same.

11

12

13

14                     _______________________________
                    Ronald DeShields, Notary Public

15

16

17

18

19           The foregoing certification does not

20      apply to any reproduction of the same by any

21      means unless under the direct control and/or

22      supervision of the certifying shorthand

23      reporter.

24                        - - - -
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1                          *  *  *  *

2                MS. SMITH:  It's two o'clock, so we're

3      going to go ahead and get started.

4                Thank you for coming out today for the

5      first public hearing for the King of Prussia Rail

6      Draft Environmental Impact Statement release.

7                My name is Liz Smith, I'm the Director

8      of Strategic Planning and Partnerships at SEPTA,

9      and Project Manager for this project.  We have a

10      very short presentation for you today before we

11      will receive public comment.

12                Quickly, we'll go through background on

13      the project, as well as the proposed action.

14      We'll talk a bit about the Draft Environmental

15      Impact Statement itself.  We'll talk about the

16      Action Alternatives considered.  We recommend

17      Locally Preferred Alternative, as well as the

18      design options that were recently introduced into

19      the DEIS.

20                We'll then talk about the findings,

21      distribution, comment period, the format of this

22      public hearing, as well as some ground rules when

23      providing oral comment.

24                So, a quick background on the project.
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1      This is SEPTA's current system now.  The purple

2      star that you see represents the King of Prussia

3      area.  It is not currently served by rail, it is

4      served well by bus, with six bus routes, and

5      almost 6,000 riders per day.  However, that bus

6      service is among the most worst performing in our

7      system due to the traffic conditions that exist

8      along the Schuylkill Expressway, as well as the

9      study area itself.  And it results in low on-time

10      performance and long trip times for our

11      passengers.

12                As a result, we are looking at an

13      extension of the Norristown High Speed Line, shown

14      here on this map.  It runs from 69th Street up to

15      the Norristown Transportation Center.

16                We're proposing a spur/extension, as

17      you can see here on the dotted line.  This line

18      will connect into the 69th Street Transportation

19      Center, where a transfer to the Market-Frankford

20      Line can be made to continue travel into

21      University City and Center City, and it will be a

22      one-seat ride from 69th Street out to King of

23      Prussia, as well as to and from Norristown.

24                The DEIS document considers five Action
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1      Alternatives, or if you've been to previous public

2      meetings they were termed Build Alternatives.

3      These various alternatives utilize public rights

4      of way, utility rights of way, to connect

5      from the existing Norristown High Speed Line to

6      key destinations within the study area.

7                In March of 2016 we presented a

8      recommended Locally Preferred Alternative to the

9      public for comment.  This alternative is shown

10      here on the map, and referenced in the DEIS as

11      the PECO Turnpike 1st Avenue Alternative.  It has

12      five station stops.  It's a total length of four

13      and a half miles, and a total capital cost of

14      between 1.1 and $1.2 billion, with a total

15      of 9500 additional riders per day.

16                Following those March 2016 public

17      meetings we held a lot of additional public

18      involvement events with those that had expressed

19      concern with the alternative during those

20      meetings, which has resulted in two additional

21      design options that have now been brought into the

22      Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

23                The first is termed the PA Turnpike

24      North/South Option, and this is based upon
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1      community feedback, particularly from the two

2      residential neighborhoods adjacent to the

3      Turnpike, in order to reduce impacts to their

4      neighborhood.

5                The second is the 911 Memorial Avoidance

6      Option.  This option seeks to reduce impact to the

7      911 Memorial located adjacent to the firehouse.

8      This was also based upon community feedback, as

9      well as concerns expressed by the King of Prussia

10      Volunteer Fire Company.  To be clear, this design

11      option has not been approved or endorsed by the

12      King of Prussia Volunteer Fire Company, and we are

13      committed to continuing to work with them as the

14      project moves forward.

15                This map here shows where the design

16      option is different from the originally proposed

17      recommended Locally Preferred Alternative for the

18      PA Turnpike North/South Option.  And this shows

19      where the alternative is different from the 911

20      Memorial Avoidance option.

21                The DEIS document evaluated

22      effects of the five action alternatives and two

23      design options in several categories.  Including:

24      Transportation and traffic, land use and economic
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1      development, community facilities, property

2      acquisitions and displacements, parks and

3      recreational land and open space, historical and

4      archaeological resources, visual effects, air

5      quality, noise and vibration, natural resources,

6      contaminated and hazardous material, energy use,

7      and utility investment.

8                We will not go through the details of

9      those findings in this hearing today, to make sure

10      we can maximize the amount of time the public has

11      to provide comments, but you can access the Draft

12      Environmental Impact Statement in its entirety,

13      as well as the Executive Summary on the project's

14      website at www, dot, King of Prussia Rail, dot,

15      com.  Or you may also find hard copies in three

16      library locations within the region.  At the Upper

17      Merion Township Library, at the Montgomery County

18      Norristown Public Library, and at the Upper Darby

19      Township Free Public Library on Bywood Avenue.

20                The comment period for the DEIS runs

21      through Monday, December 4th, and comments can be

22      made in several ways.  You can submit comments

23      directly through the project's website, again, at

24      www, dot, King of Prussia Rail, dot, com.  You can
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1      send E-mail comments to info at King of Prussia

2      Rail, dot, com.  You can submit comments in

3      writing to KOP Rail Project mailbox, C/O

4      McCormick/Taylor Incorporated, attention ECW, Two

5      Commerce Square, 2001 Market Street, 10th Floor,

6      Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.

7                And, of course, you can make public oral

8      comments at the meeting today.  We also have a

9      room available downstairs if you prefer to make

10      private oral comments.

11                I do want to stress that all of these

12      comment methods hold equal weight.  So whether you

13      submit a written comment, an E-mail comment,

14      submit a comment through the website, or provide a

15      comment orally today, they all hold the same

16      weight for our consideration within the comment

17      period.

18                The format of today's public hearings,

19      we started with an open house, which ran from 1:00

20      to 2:00 in the adjacent room.  I do also want to

21      be clear that discussions that were held during

22      that open house are not part of the official

23      comment record.  So if you had a conversation

24      with a team member, we do urge you to fill out a
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1      comment card summarizing your comments to make

2      sure it's considered.

3                We have private oral comments, as I

4      mentioned, downstairs, that can be made to a

5      separate stenographer, that are also part of the

6      comment period record.  And, of course, you have

7      written comment cards that are available out in

8      the hallway.

9                I gave a quick project overview

10      presentation, and we will now move on to the

11      public oral comment session portion of the

12      hearings.

13                I'm going to turn the mic over to Joe

14      O'Malley, who is our Hearing Officer for the day.

15                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Liz.

16                As Liz stated, my name is Joe O'Malley,

17      and I will be serving as the Hearing Officer for

18      this public hearing.  My job is to ensure that we

19      have an orderly and polite oral comment session.

20      I want to first review the oral comment ground

21      rules as shown on this slide.

22                We will take oral comments only from

23      people who have registered to make oral comments.

24      People will speak in the order of their names on
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1      the registration sheets, with the exception that

2      elected officials will be allowed to make oral

3      presentations first.  All others will follow in

4      the order of the registration sheets.

5                If you have not registered yet, and wish

6      to make oral comments during this session, please

7      go to the back of the room and register at the

8      desk.

9                We have time limits set on the oral

10      comments so that we can accommodate the greatest

11      number of people who wish to make oral comments.

12      If you are an individual who registered to make

13      oral comments, you are limited to two minutes, and

14      the two-minute duration will be timed by the

15      clock.  If you represent an organization, you are

16      limited to three minutes for oral comments, and

17      the three-minute duration will also be timed by

18      the clock.

19                If you have lengthier comments, meaning

20      longer comments than the time limit will allow,

21      your comments can be provided via the other

22      methods Liz Smith has described.  Please see a

23      project team representative at the table in the

24      back if you have any questions on how to submit
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1      comments.

2                As Liz Smith stated, all comments,

3      whether written, oral, or electronic, are given

4      equal consideration and become part of the public

5      comment period record.

6                As you can see, we have a stenographer

7      working during this hearing to record all oral

8      comments that are being made.  All oral comments

9      will become part of the public hearing record.

10                Please begin your oral comments by

11      clearly stating your name, as well as any

12      organization, if any, for the record.  Since this

13      is an oral comment session for a public hearing,

14      SEPTA will not be responding to questions.  The

15      time is devoted, to this hearing, for those who

16      wish to make oral comments.

17                Formal responses to questions

18      and comments made during this Draft Environmental

19      Impact Statement comment period will occur in the

20      final Environmental Impact Statement.

21                Before I call on the first speaker I

22      want to say a few words about how we are going to

23      conduct ourselves today.  We will conduct

24      ourselves politely, being respectful of all
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1      speakers while they are speaking, whether we agree

2      or not with what they are saying.

3                No one should be speaking or making

4      other noises while someone is making their oral

5      comments.  In between speakers we will also be

6      quiet.  Being quiet is not only polite, but also

7      helps the stenographer hear the comments.

8                If anyone cannot comply with being

9      polite and respectful, you will be asked to leave

10      the room.  I will call each speaker up to the

11      podium.  Please use the microphone when making

12      your comment.

13                I will now call on our first speaker,

14      and it will be Jerry Sweeney.

15                MR. SWEENEY:  Good afternoon, everyone.

16                My name's Jerry Sweeney, I'm President

17      and Chief Executive Officer of Brandywine Realty

18      Trust.  I come to you today, however, representing

19      The King of Prussia Rail Coalition.

20                I serve as Chairman of the Coalition's

21      Advisory Committee.  The King of Prussia Rail

22      Coalition is an advocacy group that seeks regional

23      support for the proposed extension of SEPTA's

24      Existing Norristown High Speed Line into King of
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1      Prussia.  The Coalition is represented by a

2      diverse group from the Philadelphia region that

3      includes commercial property owners, elected

4      officials, residents, employees, visitors,

5      economic and job growth agencies, Chambers of

6      Commerce and more.

7                We all know that infrastructure

8      investment spurs economic development.

9                Throughout our region and around the

10      country we have seen how these investments create

11      infrastructure, jobs, fuel business expansion, and

12      ensure that our region stays competitive.  The

13      King of Prussia Rail Coalition also knows that

14      transit accessible submarkets are some of the

15      strongest performing markets nationally, achieving

16      job growth, grant and development levels in excess

17      of broader market averages, further accelerating

18      economic growth.

19                Driven by demographic shifts across the

20      country, the initiatives to expand public

21      transportation have been highly successful

22      in recent years.

23                The Coalition believes that connecting

24      King of Prussia to Center City and University
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1      City Philadelphia, via the Norristown High Speed

2      Line, is a critically necessary project for our

3      region to maintain its competitive advantage.

4                The Coalition also believes that King of

5      Prussia Rail will stimulate economic development

6      in the region.  In fact, for every one dollar

7      invested in public transportation, approximately

8      $4 is generated economic benefits.  Nationally,

9      almost 50 percent of new commercial development is

10      taking place in transit accessible submarkets.

11                The Coalition further believes that the

12      King of Prussia Rail Project will increase

13      commercial real estate values, which will, in

14      turn, increase municipal tax revenues.

15                We also believe that the proposed rail

16      project will connect employers to a broad pool of

17      employees, and give residents easier access to

18      jobs along the route.

19                A recent study by the Economy League of

20      Greater Philadelphia said the King of Prussia Rail

21      Project will add thousands of jobs during

22      construction, and a thousand jobs annually

23      thereafter.

24                We also believe that the rail extension
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1      will increase property values along the line.  The

2      proposed stations will create in-market demand,

3      walkable mixed use neighborhoods around the train

4      stations.  We also believe that the King of

5      Prussia Rail Project is a transformative project

6      that will increase regional mobility, reduce

7      congestion, and save citizens valuable time and

8      money.

9                This, for all of these reasons and more,

10      that I am honored to serve as the Chair of the

11      King of Prussia Rail Coalition, and why I come

12      before you today to enthusiastically represent the

13      Coalition as we spend -- as we lend our support to

14      this essential Philadelphia infrastructure

15      project.

16                More information about the King of

17      Prussia Rail Coalition can be found at KOP Rail

18      Coalition, dot, com.

19                Thank you very much.

20                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Geri.

21                Next we'll hear from Keith Orris.

22                MR. ORRIS:  Good afternoon.  I'm Keith

23      Orris.

24                As the Senior Vice-President of
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1      Corporate Relations and Economic Development of

2      Drexel University I'm pleased to offer the

3      following comments:  We support the KOP Rail

4      Initiative.  We're living in a unique period in

5      the Philadelphia region, where time is no longer

6      marked by a declining urban core ringing with

7      pockets of growth, but rather today we are in an

8      era of a vibrant and rebounding urban core with

9      many centers of growth.

10                To keep that positive economic

11      (unintelligible) and avoiding a reversal, we as

12      leaders and citizens of the region must ensure

13      three things are available:  Job growth, quality

14      education, and a growing tax base.  The one factor

15      linking these new economic imperatives is

16      transportation.  And, in particular, rail

17      transportation, given our region's level of

18      instability.

19                The KOP Rail Project represents the

20      perfect type of transportation project needed for

21      Philadelphia's new era, because it will connect

22      the largest and growing employment centers in the

23      region, Center City, University City, and King of

24      Prussia.  But by building this project we make
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1      it possible for more of our citizens to secure

2      jobs no matter where they live.

3                It also has two other key economic

4      benefits, it reduces the commuting time of workers

5      by nearly half from Center City to King of

6      Prussia, and it reduces congestion and maintenance

7      costs for our regional road system.  And, in

8      particular, the Schuylkill Expressway.  As well as

9      reducing overall vehicle emissions.

10                The KOP Line also will increase

11      accessibility for our citizens to higher

12      education.  Today's employers require continuous

13      training and education, causing employees to

14      embrace lifelong learning.  The Philadelphia

15      region, with over a hundred degree-granting

16      institutions of higher education, has the capacity

17      to provide these educational services through more

18      frequent trains and connections to the three main

19      development centers.

20                It's also important to note that with

21      greater accessibility to jobs and education comes

22      increasing tax revenues of income and property.

23      This in -- property taxes, in particular, enhances

24      the values of property near the three centers of
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1      the KOP Line.  The public schools then prosper,

2      making the KOP Rail Line able to benefit an entire

3      continuum on education.

4                With greater mobility from public

5      transportation our citizens have greater access to

6      jobs.  With greater access to education our

7      citizens can find higher paying jobs.  With more

8      citizens working tax revenues increase, allowing

9      for investment in our public schools and municipal

10      services.  And the KOP Rail Line must be seen as

11      not only a transportation project, but as an economic

12      development initiative that pays multiple

13      dividends and keeps the momentum of positive

14      growth in the City of Philadelphia and the entire

15      region continue.

16                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Keith.

17                Next we'll hear from Nick Frontino.

18                MR. FRONTINO:  Good afternoon.  My name

19      is Nick Frontino, I serve as Managing Director of

20      Projects and Operations at the Economy League of

21      Greater Philadelphia.  My remarks today are on

22      behalf of the organization.

23                We are an independent nonprofit

24      that works to address critical issues facing
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1      the Philadelphia region by providing impactful

2      research, connecting diverse leaders, and

3      advancing shared solutions.

4                The Economy League's World Class Greater

5      Philadelphia Agenda, built with input from more

6      than seventeen hundred regional business,

7      nonprofit, government, labor and community

8      leaders, prioritizes strategic investments in

9      transportation infrastructure to enhance the

10      appeal of the region to residents, workers,

11      businesses, and visitors.

12                As our region's footprint has evolved

13      over time, strengthening connections between

14      Greater Philadelphia's major centers of commerce

15      and culture remains a critical priority.

16                For a region that perennially grapples

17      with expanding access to economic opportunity,

18      it's notable that we still lack a reliable and

19      direct transit connection between Philadelphia and

20      King of Prussia.  Home to four point four million

21      square feet of retail space, seventeen million

22      square feet of office, industrial, and flex space,

23      and approximately fifty thousand jobs, King of

24      Prussia is Montgomery County's economic hub, and
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1      the largest employment center in our region

2      outside of Philadelphia.

3                While King of Prussia's many existing

4      assets; diversity of employment opportunities, and

5      strong investment pipeline, point to a bright

6      future for the area, vehicle congestion and

7      limited transportation choices present obstacles

8      to sustain growth.

9                By providing a congestion free transit

10      connection to Philadelphia, Norristown, and other

11      destinations in Montgomery and Delaware Counties,

12      the proposed King of Prussia Rail Project will

13      help unlock the economic potential of King of

14      Prussia, and, in turn, drive growth and

15      opportunity for the region as a whole.

16                Public transportation is about more than

17      connecting people to destinations.  Transit

18      investment can also shape land use and development

19      patterns, generate jobs and enable economic

20      growth, and provide environmental benefits.

21                At the Economy League we believe that a

22      shared understanding of King of Prussia's Rail

23      potential benefits is fundamental to productive

24      dialogue, so we were happy to partner with SEPTA,
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1      DVRPC, and Econsult Solutions to conduct an

2      evaluation of the benefits that the project is

3      expected to bring to people and businesses in and

4      around the King of Prussia area, as well as the

5      region as a whole.

6                These benefits are numerous.  Our

7      analysis estimates that around 60 percent of the

8      cost to build this project, is between $610 and

9      $716 million, will be spent within Southeastern

10      Pennsylvania, and support between 5400 and 6300

11      jobs.

12                Capital investment in King of Prussia

13      Rail is expected to generate between 20 and $22

14      million in tax revenues in Pennsylvania.  We

15      estimate that KOP Rail will reduce the average

16      transit trip from Center City to King of Prussia

17      by 30 minutes or more.  And drivers switching to

18      transit as a result of KOP Rail will lead to an

19      annual reduction of up to 18 million vehicle

20      miles traveled.

21                Finally, development stimulated by the

22      introduction of KOP Rail is expected to add

23      between 540 and $946 million to the assessed value

24      of King of Prussia real estate over 20 years.
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1                These are just a few of the benefits we

2      anticipate will improve to the area as a result of

3      investment in KOP Rail.

4                Investing in Greater Philadelphia's

5      transportation infrastructure will enhance the

6      appeal of the region to both businesses and

7      employees, minimize the risk of costly service

8      disruptions, and improve the system's reliability,

9      security, and safety.

10                Thank you.

11                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Nick.

12                Next we'll hear from Anselm Sauter.

13                MR. SAUTER:  Good afternoon.  For the

14      record I am Unselm Sauter, Manager of Federal

15      Affairs for the Chamber of Commerce for

16      Greater Philadelphia.

17                On behalf of the Chamber of Commerce for

18      Greater Philadelphia I am pleased to offer

19      comments today on SEPTA's proposed King of Prussia

20      Rail Line, which would connect commuters and

21      residents to the Greater Philadelphia Region by

22      providing frequent, reliable, and safe transit

23      service to and from the King of Prussia area.

24                The Chamber is committed to supporting
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1      and continuing the transformation of our community

2      into a global region that fosters economic growth,

3      attracts and retains a skilled workforce, and

4      strengthens the region's existing ind --

5      industries and institutions.

6                Investments in transportation

7      infrastructure through specific projects of

8      regional and national importance will help Greater

9      Philadelphia achieve these goals and firmly place

10      itself as a world class region.

11                The future of Greater Philadelphia is

12      bright.  We are a thriving metropolitan area that

13      offers unparalleled global access of well placed

14      geographic position, an outstanding talent pool,

15      a future market of customers, and incredible

16      quality of life.

17                So much of this is due to our existing

18      transportation infrastructure strategic economic

19      access that places us above so many other metro

20      areas.  Yet, still our region is changing so

21      quickly that new transportation investments are

22      critical to accommodate and accelerate such

23      outstanding development.

24                With this in mind, the CEO of Council
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1      for Growth and Council for the Chamber of Commerce

2      of Greater Philadelphia recently worked with

3      public and private partners to develop a plan

4      called Connecting The Region, a Transportation

5      Strategy for Greater Philadelphia.

6                This strategic portfolio of

7      interconnecting transportation projects identifies

8      nine key infrastructure investment areas that are

9      likely to accelerate development and

10      (unintelligible) general growth, and transform our

11      region.

12                The proposed strategy maximizes the

13      benefit to our region's economic economy,

14      mobility, and (unintelligible).  The King of

15      Prussia Rail project is one of nine project areas

16      that we see as critical to the continued

17      development of our area.

18                As the largest commercial center in

19      suburban Philadelphia for employees and visitors,

20      King of Prussia lies currently separated from the

21      City of Philadelphia's largest employment centers;

22      Center City and University City.

23                King of Prussia Rail will not only

24      connect these buses with reliable and timely rail
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1      service, but it would also accelerate job growth

2      and employer investment.

3                Our Chamber and its leadership believe

4      firmly in the importance of this project.  We

5      applaud Jerry Sweeney, President and CEO of

6      Brandywine Realty Trust, for leading the KOP Rail

7      Coalition forward as its Chair.

8                The Coalition seeks to build support

9      from elected officials, employees, commercial

10      property owners, local businesses, residents and

11      visitors for the proposed project.

12                Chamber's President and CEO, Rob

13      Wonderling, is honored to serve on the KOP Rail

14      Coalition Advisory Committee, alongside the

15      Chamber's Chairman, John Fry, President

16      of Drexel University, and so many of the great

17      regional leaders.

18                The Chamber of Commerce, for all these

19      reasons and more, enthusiastically endorses the

20      King of Prussia Rail Project.

21                Thank you.

22                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you.

23                Next we'll hear from Scott Brown.

24                MR. BROWN:  My name is Scott Brown, I'm
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1      Chair of the Montgomery County Transportation

2      Authority.

3                I live in Hatfield, adjacent to the new

4      and improved Fortuna Station, and the folks in

5      Hatfield are excited about that.

6                If Fortuna -- that can do for

7      Hatfield, I can't imagine what this new project

8      can do for King of Prussia.

9                The Montgomery County Transportation

10      Authority is a nine-member board created by the

11      Montgomery County Commissioners to help improve

12      the County's transportation assets.  Our board is

13      a mix of citizens from many corners of the County,

14      all of whom recognize the crucial role that

15      our roads, bridges, trails, and public transit

16      plays in giving our County residents economic

17      opportunity and freedom of choice.

18                Last week our board approved a

19      resolution supporting the KOP Rail Project.  That

20      resolution is forthcoming.  It is obvious to all

21      of us that connecting Upper Merion, the largest

22      employment center in the Philadelphia suburbs, and

23      the third largest in the region, to Center City

24      and University City, is an obvious choice.
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1                Some of the region's biggest

2      attractions; the King of Prussia Mall, the Valley

3      Forge Casino, and Valley Forge National Park, make

4      vital connections.  This is what public transit is

5      meant to do, take people to where they actually

6      want to go.  The alignment proposed in the Draft

7      EIS, from the Locally Preferred Alternative, is

8      clearly the best option.

9                As I said, it goes directly to the

10      places that most people want to go.  It also

11      serves a large business park with major national

12      companies that the Upper Merion Township

13      supervisors recently voted up some for more

14      density and diverse uses.

15                It affects the fewest number of homes

16      and businesses, and has the least amount of

17      visible impact on the community, as the Draft EIS

18      notes.

19                Fundementally, this project will improve

20      the economy of the region, improve our quality of

21      life for our residents, reduce existing congestion

22      in the area, reduce travel times for commuters,

23      reduce community cost, will have a huge

24      environmental impact, fewer cars, less carbon
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1      footprint, which transcends all boundaries,

2      enhances real estate values in the region,

3      provides travel options for seniors, people with

4      disabilities, and people without cars, and bicycle

5      users.

6                The Montgomery County Transportation

7      Authority urges the FTA to issue a record

8      decision, and to grant approval for the KOP Rail

9      effort to enter project development.

10                Thank you very much.

11                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Scott.

12                Next we'll hear from Caroline Boyce.

13                MS. BOYCE:  Good afternoon.  My name is

14      Caroline Boyce, and I am Chair of the Board of 10

15      Thousand Friends of Pennsylvania.  We are the

16      leading independent nonprofit voice for great

17      places to live and work in Pennsylvania.

18                Our expertise --

19                AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Speak up.

20                MS. BOYCE:  Our expertise is in the

21      intersection of various issues that affect

22      community quality of life, including land use,

23      community and economic development,

24      transportation, and public infrastructure.
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1                We strongly support the construction and

2      timely completion of the King of Prussia Rail

3      Extension.  This inclusive, multi-modal

4      transportation vision will help transform the King

5      of Prussia area from a modern eccentric community,

6      to a healthy transit-oriented development

7      community with a host of valuable benefits for the

8      whole region.

9                It will directly connect the three most

10      important job centers in Philadelphia; King of

11      Prussia, University City, and Center City.  The

12      proposed rail extension will provide mobility

13      options for residents and visitors alike.  Key

14      benefits will include improved reliability over

15      bus service, reduce commute times, reduce

16      traffic congestion, with an anticipated 18 million

17      fewer vehicle miles traveled on area roads,

18      reduced emissions and cleaner air.

19                It will also better accommodate the

20      needs and preferences of seniors, persons with

21      disabilities, and young people and millennials.

22      It will mean increased access to valuable

23      destinations, including medical centers,

24      educational institutions, shopping, dining,
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1      entertainment venues, and places of work.

2                Numerous studies establish that

3      commercial property values, the local tax base,

4      as well as private home values and marketability,

5      will be improved and increased by the rail line

6      extension.

7                The rail extension investment will also

8      act as a multiplier, generating economic activity.

9      Studies show that investments in public transit

10      generate almost four times the cost of an economic

11      activity benefit.

12                10 Thousand Friends supports the

13      recommended Locally Preferred Alternative with the

14      options.  This route has incorporated realignments

15      and related mitigation efforts to date, provides

16      all the benefits identified previously, addresses

17      neighborhood issues and concerns, and mitigates

18      against further environmental impacts.

19                We urge incorporation of additional

20      design and infrastructure improvements in

21      communities along the rail line extension corridor

22      to address impacts and capitalize on opportunities

23      to improve quality of life for all residents.

24      These include things such as sidewalks, street
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1      lighting, bicycle lanes and walking trails,

2      transit stop and station improvements, as every

3      transit rider is, for some part of their trip, a

4      pedestrian.

5                10 Thousand Friends strongly supports

6      the KOP Rail Extension.  This important project

7      should move forward as quickly as possible.

8                Thank you.

9                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Caroline.

10                Next we'll hear from Pam Halem.

11                MS. HALEM:  Hi, my name is Pamela Halem,

12      I am representing the Valley Forge Home Civic

13      Association.  I also sit on the community working

14      group that SEPTA has created for us to --

15                AUDIENCE MEMBER:  We can't hear back

16      here.

17                Can you turn up the volume, please.

18                MS. HALEM:  I sit on the Community

19      Service Working group that SEPTA has created so

20      that we can have open discussions.

21                What I want to first say is that we are

22      vehemently against the high speed rail being built

23      in our backyards as planned in the recommended

24      LPA, the original design.
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1                SEPTA has been kind enough to give us an

2      alternative, which is the Norristown option.  If

3      this project goes through that is what we would

4      want the option to be, is to go on the North/South

5      Option so it does not go behind our 29 homes in

6      our lovely little community.

7                Secondly, we have met several times with

8      SEPTA to discuss our concerns, and most of them

9      are safe -- like safety-based questions regarding

10      construction, as well as when the train -- if the

11      train is, uh -- if it goes through how it will

12      proceed and be safe.

13                One of my neighbors brought up something

14      to me earlier, and it's very disturbing for us, so

15      we would like some questions answered.

16                She did some research, and it came to

17      light that AECOM, the engineering firm, working on

18      this particular project did bad work for SEPTA

19      back in 2009.  There was a complaint for a lawsuit

20      that was successful online on Philly -- Planned

21      Philly, dot, com, where SEPTA claimed that AECOM

22      was negligent in their -- in their design.  Um,

23      that if they had pro -- proceeded with the design,

24      um, a train would have run into a wall, based on
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1      their engineering, so we would like to know and

2      have this addressed in the DEIS, why they're using

3      the same engineering company that SEPTA claimed

4      caused increased construction costs, design

5      errors and delays.  It also, uh, made SEPTA have

6      to pay out $10 million in settlement fees to all

7      those subcontractors on that particular project.

8                The suit alleges the firm's design

9      clause would have endangered the safety and

10      welfare of SEPTA's ridership, the surrounding

11      community, and members of the public.

12                So, we want to know why AECOM was

13      brought on this project to help plan it in the

14      first place, knowing its past mistakes.  And what

15      SEPTA will do to ensure the safety of the public

16      will be in the forefront of their designs going

17      forward.

18                We would also like to know how SEPTA

19      will qualify the chosen engineering company that

20      will complete the design.  Furthermore, we would

21      like a commitment from SEPTA to use the most

22      technologically advanced rails, cars, and

23      construction techniques available at the time of

24      construction that will reduce vibration, sound,
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1      and visual impact in our community.

2                Thank you.

3                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Pam.

4                Next we'll hear from Emma Levering.

5                MS. LEVERING:  My name's Emma Levering,

6      and I'm a resident of Valley Forge Homes, where

7      Pam also lives.  My statement is short and sweet.

8                I have many concerns about this

9      project, uh, but obviously it is heavily backed by

10      business and transportation issues or --

11      whatever.

12                Uh, I want to address the North/South

13      Option.  I really want to urge SEPTA to look at,

14      uh, making the line, as it goes behind our

15      development, be on the Service Plaza side of the

16      Turnpike.  It seems that this project is going to

17      be the most benefit to business and, um, that is

18      the side of the Turnpike where the businesses are.

19      If it comes on the south side it's going to

20      impinge on many residential properties.  And, uh,

21      I really do not want to see that happen.

22                Thank you.

23                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Ms. Levering.

24                Next we'll hear from Kamali Alloway.
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1                MR. ALLOWAY:  Kamali Alloway, I'm

2      with the Clean Air Council.  I am representing

3      them today.

4                Clean Air Council strongly supports King

5      of Prussia Rail Extension of the Norristown High

6      Speed Line.  Clean Air Council has worked for 50

7      years to protect everyone's right to breathe air.

8                This project will improve air quality

9      and public health for all of the residents in the

10      Greater Philadelphia region and (unintelligible).

11      The transportation sector is one of the largest

12      contributors to US greenhouse gas emissions and

13      pollutants, making it difficult for the region to

14      maintain the Federal Health Standard for ozone

15      particulate.

16                King of Prussia is a major regional

17      employment center drawing commuters from the

18      surrounding counties, but it's one of the most

19      congested parts of the region.  The Schuykill

20      Expressway, which serves as a main access point to

21      King of Prussia, is the ninth most congesterd

22      roadway in the country.  Vehicle emmissions from

23      Expressway traffic greatly affect air quality.

24                The extension of the Norristown High
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1      Speed Line into King of Prussia is a long overdue

2      improvement to the public transit access to this

3      hub.

4                The extension would provide a convenient

5      and much-needed alternative to the one-person,

6      one-car commute.  And lessen the time and number

7      of transfers required to travel between Center

8      City, King of Prussia, and other parts of the

9      region.

10                Every rider served by King of Prussia

11      Rail will be one less car on the road, improving

12      air quality and traffic congestion for everyone.

13                And increase in public transportation

14      service will also lead to economic growth in the

15      area, as people are able to get to this employment

16      hub more easily.  The rail extension will provide

17      new opportunities to serve people in Philadelphia

18      to access jobs in the King of Prussia area.

19                Thank you for considering the benefits

20      of the King of Prussia Rail Extension of the

21      Norristown High Speed Line.  The Clean Air Council

22      strongly supports this project that reduces

23      congestion, and increases air quality in the King

24      of Prussia area, as well as the region as a
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1      whole.

2                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you.

3                Next we'll hear from Eric Pearson.

4                MR. PEARSON:  Thank you.  Good

5      afternoon.  My name's Eric Pearson, I'm the

6      President and CEO of Valley Forge Casino Resort.

7      Thank you for the opportunity to address the group

8      here today.

9                Valley Forge Casino Resort is the

10      region's only full amenity gaming resort, with

11      dining, nightlife, hotel rooms, and entertainment

12      all complementing our casino operations.

13                Since opening five years ago we've made

14      significant investments throughout our property,

15      including renovating one of our hotel towers,

16      creating the Valley Beach Poolside Club and much

17      more.  Just last month Governor Wolf signed

18      legislation into law to -- that allowed us to

19      remove the access restriction for our casino.

20      Hopefully these changes will result in increased

21      visitation and to remove the patron

22      (unintelligible) amenities, access restriction

23      which was a source of commute -- confusion and

24      frustration for our guests.
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1                We're excited about the prospect of

2      extending rail service to destinations in King of

3      Prussia and Upper Merion Township by SEPTA's

4      Norristown High Speed Line.  Not just because we

5      would be a stop near our property, but the rail

6      line provides much needed transportation service

7      and will alleviate many current issues.  One of

8      them being, um, alleviating some employee

9      concerns.  We have a casino, many of Valley Forge

10      Casino Resort's employees, approximately 25

11      percent, are Philadelphia residents, and travel to

12      work by bus, or some may take the train to

13      Norristown, and take the bus to our property from

14      there.

15                King of Prussia Rail would be

16      significantly more convenient, and would be -- and

17      would dramatically decrease employees' commute

18      times to work.

19                The rail line would also help decrease

20      employee turnover and fill late night shifts.

21      Contending with daily traffic congestion is

22      frequently cited as a significant reason of why

23      our employees decide to leave.  The hardest shifts

24      for us to fill are late night shifts because
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1      there's no, or limited access to public

2      transportation.  We know the rail line will help

3      us attract and retain employees.

4                The rail line will also make it easier

5      for the public to access our property, and provide

6      more parking options.  KOP Rail will provide

7      easier access for guests attending meetings,

8      conventions, concerts, and other large events.

9                Economic growth will also be spurred,

10      enabling greater opportunities to attract

11      customers to the property.  Having more transit

12      connections between KOP and the region makes the

13      area more attractive to employers, and encourages

14      economic growth, which drives more business for

15      all companies in the area.  And more business

16      means greater benefits to Upper Merion Township.

17                In 2013 the Township and Valley Forge

18      Casino partnered to form the Board of Community

19      Assistance, which provides financial help to

20      organizations by grants funded by the Casino to

21      benefit residents of Upper Merion and scholarships

22      for graduating high school seniors.

23                Last year, from contributions made to

24      Valley Forge, The VCA awarded over a hundred and
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1      fifty thousand dollars to 65 recipients, including

2      40 organization and 25 scholarships.

3                In addition to this, there's the two

4      percent of gaming revenue that is paid to Upper

5      Merion Township as part of our local share.  By

6      loosening Valley Forge Casino Resort business,

7      King of Prussia Rail will be a catalyst that

8      allows us to continue to partner and help grow the

9      community.

10                For this reason, and everything I've

11      mentioned, we support this project.

12                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Eric.

13                MR. GROSSMAN:  Good afternoon.

14                My name is George Grossman, I live and

15      work nearby, and I find myself in King of Prussia

16      on almost a daily basis.

17                I'm here to express my support for the

18      King of Prussia Rail Project.  I know the

19      importance of King of Prussia as an important

20      transportation and commerce hub for the

21      Philadelphia region.

22                In my opinion, adding SEPTA rail service

23      to King of Prussia will help both King of Prussia

24      and our region to remain and become even more
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1      economically competitive than it is today.  At the

2      same time, overall quality of life will be

3      enhanced by reducing traffic congestion, and

4      providing individuals with another means of

5      mobility throughout our region.

6                In my opinion, the rail service has

7      great promise for current and future residents.

8      Increased transit options increase overall

9      property values and desirability of place.  It

10      will also provide better connections to our

11      region's fine educational and cultural

12      institutions and other job centers.

13                Although -- although almost any

14      significant investment and a new public

15      infrastructure project will have some impacts to

16      nearby properties, it appears that the current

17      route, designated as the Locally Preferred Option,

18      provides a careful balance between the public

19      interest, while mitigating impacts to nearby

20      properties.

21                Based on all of these factors and many

22      others, I express my support for this project.

23                Thank you.

24                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, George.
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1                Next we'll hear from Cameron Barrett.

2                MR. BARRETT:  Thank you for your time

3      today.  My name is Cameron Barrett, I'm the Senior

4      Vice-President of supply chain for CSL Global.

5                CSL is a global biotherapeutics company,

6      and we're a leader in the area of rare diseases

7      and treat (unintelligible) disorders,

8      immunodeficiencies, hereditary angioedema, and

9      respiratory disease.

10                We've been operating out of King of

11      Prussia since 2004.  In 2006 we identified that we

12      were about to outgrow our sites.  At that time we

13      conducted a site search where we would like to

14      locate our operation headquarters.  We looked in

15      New Jersey, Delaware, and into Washington DC, and

16      at that time we decided to remain here in King of

17      Prussia, Pennsylvania.

18                We refurbished our existing space and

19      now (unintelligible) renovations.  In 2012 we

20      again found ourselves outgrowing our space, and we

21      worked with our local landlord and we acquired

22      additional space.  And we stand on 1st Avenue.

23                Uh, that expansion cost us $25 million.

24      We had 25 -- 450 employees at that time.  Since
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1      then we've grown to a thousand employees in

2      this King of Prussia area.

3                Our company places a high degree of

4      value on our workforce and our ability to attract

5      talented personnel into this area and into our

6      company.

7                At this moment as well we're going

8      through a very rapid growth phase within our

9      organization, and so we're further looking at

10      expanding our presence here in King of Prussia.

11      We want to stay here.  We have many relationships

12      in the area.

13                Right on top of the list is CHOP, Temple

14      University, and others within this location.

15                We're also active in the United Way

16      Campaign, and most recently have donated $290,000

17      to the area.  So, it demonstrates how we feel in

18      King of Prussia.

19                We have a diverse range of jobs that we

20      offer in this site, and are growing.  And we're

21      looking at accounting, finance, business

22      development, support of our clinical trials,

23      basically our new drugs, marketing, medical

24      affairs, procurement, purchasing, and many
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1      others.

2                During the process of implementing

3      a growth plan for this area, we (unintelligible)

4      for us to have a rail that's going to support

5      continued attractiveness at this location for our

6      staff.

7                CSL plans to be a corporate citizen for

8      many years to come, and it's on behalf of CSL,

9      I'd like to say at least off the record and hope

10      that it goes through.

11                Thank you for your time.

12                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you.

13                Next we'll hear from Howard Laurie.

14                MR. LAURIE:  My name is Howard Laurie.

15      I live on Valley Forge Road, been a resident of

16      King of Prussia since the summer of 1968.

17                The deficiency in the proposed plan is

18      that it does not serve the Village in King of

19      Prussia, which is expanding in residential and

20      commercial activity.

21                That deficiency could easily be

22      resolved, in my opinion, by not having the line

23      terminate in the vicinity of the casino, but

24      instead by making a left turn at Gulph Road and
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1      extend all the way down to the building.

2                Thank you.

3                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Howard.

4                Next we'll hear from Jennifer Shipman.

5                MS. SHIPMAN:  Good afternoon.  I'm

6      Jennifer Shipman, I'm the Director of Sales and

7      Marketing here at the DoubleTree Valley Forge.

8                AUDIENCE MEMBER:  We can't hear you.

9                MS. SHIPMAN:  My name is Jennifer

10      Shipman, I'm the Director of Sales at the

11      DoubleTree Valley Forge.

12                Having King of Prussia -- having the

13      King of Prussia Rail Line will modernize the city

14      and open it up to an abundance of opportunity.

15                As someone who has commuted and worked

16      in King of Prussia for 15 years, there are so many

17      positives to having the King of Prussia Rail Line.

18      It will bring new corporations that will fill our

19      hotels, our restaurants, and retail stores, which

20      will, in turn, create more opportunity for

21      employment.

22                We will be able to market to a deeper

23      list of candidates, and capture those individuals

24      who are unable to commute to King of Prussia or
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1      have to take multiple transit to get here.

2      Having a rail line will help foster a sense of

3      community.

4                For example, people traveling together

5      are more likely to feel a community connection

6      than those traveling in cars and isolation.

7      Because of this the rail line will reduce

8      egregious road rage and (unintelligible) industry

9      and injuries and fatalities caused by car

10      accidents.

11                It will also significantly reduce our

12      weekday commute.  King of Prussia is growing so

13      fast, and we need a rail line to support all of

14      the new developments.  The King of Prussia Rail

15      Line will make King of Prussia a much more viable

16      option for social groups, corporate functions, and

17      everyday leisure travelers.  It brings us

18      much closer to Philadelphia, and gives our

19      employees and clients a much easier reason as to

20      why they should choose King of Prussia.

21                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Jennifer.

22                Next we'll hear from Bob Hart.

23                MR. HART:  Good afternoon.  My name is

24      Bob Hart, I'm the General Manager of King of
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1      Prussia Mall.

2                On behalf of King of Prussia Mall

3      I'm here to support and endorse the King of

4      Prussia Rail Project.  King of Prussia -- the King

5      of Prussia area -- extended area, is the largest

6      employment center in the suburban Philadelphia

7      region.

8                The King of Prussia Mall alone employs

9      over 8,000 employees.  In addition, over 20

10      million people visit the mall every year.  The

11      rail will make it more convenient for both

12      customers and employees to visit the mall.

13                It is projected that ridership on the

14      Norristown High Speed Line will increase by up to

15      80 percent when the rail's in operation.  This

16      will help reduce congestion on our area roadways.

17                The high speed rail is a comfortable and

18      convenient way to travel.  We all know what the

19      commute is like on the Schuylkill between

20      Philadelphia and King of Prussia.  The High Speed

21      Line will make a great alternative, make it much

22      easier, and significantly reduce the travel time

23      from Philly to KOP.

24                The King of Prussia Rail will also help
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1      our office park.  Public transportation is very

2      important to office employees.  With high speed

3      rail stops on 1st Avenue in the business park,

4      the high speed rail line will definitely help our

5      office park with increased occupancy and added

6      value to the community.

7                Again, we endorse this project, and

8      encourage others in the community to support it as

9      well.

10                Thank you.

11                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Bob.  Bob

12      was the last speaker -- sorry.

13                Next we'll hear from Tom Philips.

14                MR. PHILIPS:  My name is Tom Philips.  I

15      thank you for allowing me to talk today.

16                I've been living in the King of Prussia

17      area for 40 years, and I love the area.  It's just

18      magnificent.  And it's been growing and it's a

19      very functional and great place to live and to

20      work.

21                You're talking about a spur and an

22      extension.  There is no such thing as a

23      spur/extension.  You can have a spur or an

24      extension.
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1                An extension is adding to the length of

2      the rail at either end, or both ends.  A spur is

3      coming off from one end of the middle of the

4      main line.  A spur is very seldom used in

5      transitways, because it is very inefficient and it

6      is impractical.

7                For example, if you have a, uh -- a

8      train leaving 69th Street every 10 minutes, one

9      would go to Norristown, from what I understand,

10      one would go to King of Prussia.  That means that

11      every -- there would be a gap of 20 minutes

12      between trains at King of Prussia.

13                You already have a bus line, 99, which

14      is beautiful.  It goes by the, um, the casino.

15      It goes through the industrial park.  It stops

16      twice in the King of Prussia Mall.  And it stops

17      at the King Manor High Speed Line.  You can get

18      from King of Prussia faster right now on the 99

19      leaving at the King of Prussia -- I've done it,

20      and going down, than you can possibly do it on

21      the -- on the proposed High Speed Line.

22                The, um -- the cost of this 500 million

23      from the State.  I don't know how they can

24      possibly come up with $500 million.
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1                Thank you very much.

2                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Tom.

3                Next we'll hear from Jim Jones.

4                MR. JONES:  My name is Jim Jones.  I'm a

5      40-year-resident of King of Prussia.  I did not

6      know this was a comment only, so I'm going to have

7      to ad-lib a little bit from my notes.

8                It is very noteworthy that most of the

9      speakers in favor of this project are not

10      residents of King of Prussia, they are outsiders.

11      And the panel that made up the -- starting with

12      the, um -- the railway trust, they're not

13      residents.  They're not voters of this township.

14                We just had an election.  It would have

15      been very interesting to have that on the ballot

16      to see if the residents are really in favor of

17      it.

18                Second, in terms of evaluation of the

19      homes.  I doubt seriously whether the Market

20      Street El or the 69th Street Terminal have

21      increased the value of the homes in that area,

22      even though they've been there for a long, long

23      time.

24                We currently have a -- what I
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1      consider to be an adequate transportation system

2      in and out of Philadelphia, which I used for 30

3      years without much problem.  This rail only

4      duplicates what is already there at a monstrous

5      cost.

6                The hours of operation are going to be a

7      problem, because of the noise and, um, everything

8      else that emanate from it.

9                And, lastly, but not least, I think

10      that, um, to be -- it only appears that the mall,

11      the casino, and the industrial park benefit from

12      it not the residents, then why does anybody else

13      have to pay for it?  The mall, the casino, and the

14      industrial park should be the alone payers for

15      this white elephant if, in fact, it goes through.

16                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Jim.

17                Next we'll hear from Anita Nardone.

18                MS. NARDONE:  Good afternoon, and thank

19      you for the opportunity.

20                My name is Anita Nardone, and I'm

21      a civil engineer and Project Manager for Dawood

22      Engineering, which is a civil engineering firm

23      located on First Avenue here in King of Prussia.

24                And I represent Bony Dawood, the owner
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1      of the company, as well as the senior management,

2      in lending our support to this very vital project

3      for the area.

4                Dawood Engineering is based -- is based

5      in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, but moved out here to

6      King of Prussia based on our work with PennDOT

7      District 6.  We have grown the office, and now

8      also have an office in Philadelphia.

9                The rail extension will not only help

10      our employees service our clients in the

11      Philadelphia area as well as out here in the

12      suburbs, but also lend to the attractiveness of

13      working for a company that is easily accessible

14      by rail.

15                Upper Merion and King of Prussia have

16      been wonderful hosts to this company, and we are

17      thrilled to be here to see the rail extension as a

18      very positive contribution to the area, and we

19      lend our support.

20                Thank you.

21                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Anita.

22                Next we'll hear from Martin Ross.

23                MR. ROSS:  Good afternoon.  My name is

24      Martin Ross, I'm a resident of King of Prussia.  I
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1      don't have any written notes, so I'm going to wing

2      it, excuse me, I --

3                MR. O'MALLEY:  That's fine.

4                MR. ROSS:  A portion of my statement is

5      in reference to the people who are not present

6      today.

7                As a resident of King of Prussia I, uh,

8      shop and dine at all of the local establishments.

9      The people who are preparing your food, the people

10      who are ringing you up at the register at

11      Nordstrom's for your shoe purchase, these are the

12      people who are not here today.

13                These are the people that I see, at

14      night driving around, waiting for the bus at all

15      different hours of the night in the dark, in the

16      rain.  These are the people that will be a part,

17      who will benefit from the rail extension.

18                Um, being fortunate enough to be able to

19      purchase a car myself I don't have an issue with

20      needing the rail, but many, many people do, coming

21      in and out of the city and from different areas.

22                In a similar project; for example, a lot

23      of research was done on different impacts.  The

24      Miami Rail that was done in the 1980s was
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1      considered a train to nowhere.  From downtown all

2      the way out to the surburbs.  After completion it

3      was utilized very little, but as the suburbs

4      continued to grow, um, that rail today is full day

5      and night.  Not with just your, um, morning and

6      afternoon commuters, but all day long.  With not

7      only blue collar, but white collar passengers as

8      well, for everyone who does not care to sit in

9      traffic.

10                Thank you for your time, appreciate it.

11                Have a nice day, everybody.

12                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Martin.

13                Next we'll hear from Leslie Snyder.

14                MS. SNYDER:  Good afternoon.  My name is

15      Leslie Snyder, and I live and work in King of

16      Prussia.

17                I'm a small business owner, and I moved

18      back here to the area from Florida.  And I've been

19      living in King of Prussia for about two years now.

20                So, in part, right now I'm considering

21      moving back to Miami because it's very difficult

22      for my clients to reach me.  They -- and also

23      employees.

24                So, I am really in favor of the rail
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1      that would (unintelligible) clients and employees

2      come out to King of Prussia.

3                I'd like to also say this in Spanish.

4                     *  *  *  *

5                (Whereupon, Ms. Snyder spoke in

6      Spanish.)

7                     *  *  *  *

8                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you.

9                Next we'll hear from John Holak.

10                MR. HOLAK:  Good afternoon.  My name

11      is John Holak, and I'm with the National Rail

12      and Transit Business client for Urban Engineering

13      down in Philadelphia.

14                On behalf of my colleagues at Urban I'd

15      like to thank you for the opportunity to

16      enthusiastically endorse what we consider to be

17      one of the most vital infrastructure projects in

18      the Delaware Valley in quite some time.

19                Having planned, designed, and

20      contributed to many transportation projects in the

21      region for almost 60 years, Urban is acutely aware

22      how projects like the King of Prussia Rail Project

23      Extension can enhance the region's economy,

24      mobility, and movability.
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1                Conscious of the ever-present fiscal

2      and budgetary restraints facing our world today,

3      we as a community cannot accept the future where

4      our children and our grandchildren are going to be

5      confronted with an environment that failed to

6      (unintelligible) infrastructure improvements.

7                We believe the King of Prussia Project

8      will provide significant urban and economic growth

9      for the region, better access for our region's

10      residents to commute to jobs, schools, and social

11      events in King of Prussia, Center City, University

12      City, and Delaware County regions.  Reduce

13      vehicular congestion, and improve air quality

14      around the wonderful urban areas surrounded by

15      this project.

16                The Philadelphia region needs to

17      support and invest in this project to help reduce

18      the burden of highway congestion that is choking

19      our ability to grow jobs and encourage economic

20      development in the region.

21                The King of Prussia Rail Extension

22      Project will play a major part in improving the

23      region's infrastructure and urban plans for

24      decades to come.
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1                On a personal note, I do travel around

2      the country and I work in rail and transit, and

3      I've seen a lot of transit-oriented development

4      projects.  Somebody just spoke (unintelligible)

5      Miami Project, in Los Angeles, in the Midwest,

6      deep down south, in the Northeast Corridor.  These

7      kind of projects are active all over, and they are

8      really, really successful if they are developed

9      the right way.

10                So, I highly encourage the community and

11      the panel to endorse this project and take it

12      forward.

13                And I thank you for your time.

14                MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, John.

15                I believe that John is the last person

16      who has registered to speak, so at this point we

17      will conclude this hearing.

18                And I thank you all for coming out.

19                     *  *  *  *

20                (Whereupon, the public

21           meeting concluded at 3:02 p.m.)

22                     *  *  *  *

23

24
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1

2                C E R T I F I C A T E

3                       - - - -

4

5           I hereby certify that the testimony and

6      the proceedings in the aforegoing matter are

7      contained fully and accurately in the

8      stenographic notes taken by me, and that the

9      copy is a true and accurate transcript of the

10      same.

11

12

13

14                     _______________________________
                    Ronald DeShields, Notary Public

15

16

17

18

19           The foregoing certification does not

20      apply to any reproduction of the same by any

21      means unless under the direct control and/or

22      supervision of the certifying shorthand

23      reporter.

24                        - - - -
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1              MS. SMITH:  Hi.  We're going to go ahead

2       and get started.  I'm not planning on using a

3       microphone tonight, because I'm really loud.

4       But if someone can't hear me, please raise your

5       hand and let me know, and we can go ahead and

6       get me mic'd up.

7              My name is Liz Smith.  I am the director

8       of strategic planning and partnerships at SEPTA,

9       and project manager for the King of Prussia Rail

10       Project.

11              We're going to do a very brief

12       presentation before we open it up to public

13       comment:  We'll be covering just a very brief

14       background and overview of the proposed action;

15       we will talk a bit about the Draft Environmental

16       Impact Statement, including the Action

17       Alternatives, the Locally Preferred Alternative,

18       and the design options; and then we will talk a

19       bit about what types of findings are included in

20       the DEIS; the distribution; the comment period;

21       the format of this public hearing; and the oral

22       comment ground rules.

23              So, this is SEPTA's current system map.

24       The purple star that you see represents King of
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1       Prussia.  It is not currently served by rail.

2       It is served well by bus in terms of quantity,

3       there's six bus routes that access the study

4       area each day with about 5,600 riders; however,

5       those routes are some of the worst performing in

6       our system, because they are stuck in traffic

7       both on the Schuylkill Expressway as well as

8       within the King of Prussia area.

9              As such, the proposed action is to extend

10       the Norristown High Speed Line via a spur

11       extension to serve the King of Prussia area.

12       This map represents the existing Norristown High

13       Speed Line, which travels from 69th Street

14       Transportation Center in Upper Darby to

15       Norristown Transportation Center in Norristown.

16       We are proposing, as shown on the dashed line, a

17       spur where a one-seat ride would be provided

18       between 69th Street and King of Prussia and

19       back, as well as between Norristown and King of

20       Prussia and back.  There is then a very easy

21       transfer at 69th Street, one stairway, to the

22       Market-Frankford Line, where you can continue

23       your travel into University City and Center

24       City, Philadelphia.
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1              The Draft Environmental Impact Statement

2       considers five Action Alternatives, which are

3       shown here on the map.  And the document also

4       recommends a Locally Preferred Alternative,

5       which was termed the PECO/Turnpike-1st Avenue

6       Alternative, which represents approximately

7       where the route would lie.

8              The proposed extension would be four and a

9       half miles in length with five station stops.

10       Total capital cost is between $1.1 and $1.2

11       billion, and we would see ridership on the

12       extension of about 9,500 people per day, almost

13       doubling ridership on the current Norristown

14       High Speed Line.  It is also fully elevated in

15       nature.

16              So we presented that Recommended Locally

17       Preferred Alternative to the public in March of

18       2016, and we certainly heard some concerns.  And

19       so as a result, we did some backyard visits, we

20       did some neighborhood meetings and we formed a

21       community working group, and those discussions

22       have led to the formation of two design options

23       that have been brought into the Draft

24       Environmental Impact Statement:  The first is
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1       the Pennsylvania Turnpike North/South Option,

2       which was created as a result of feedback and

3       concerns from area residents; and the second is

4       the 9/11 Memorial Avoidance Option, which came

5       about as a result of feedback from residents as

6       well as from the volunteer fire company.  To be

7       clear, that design option has not been approved

8       by the volunteer fire department, but SEPTA is

9       committed to continue working with them as the

10       project moves forward.

11              Both of these design options are shown in

12       great detail within the open house, and if you

13       have any questions on those design options we

14       can certainly discuss them with you at the

15       plans.

16              So, this shows the area that has the

17       design option for the PA Turnpike North/South

18       Option, where we shift to the north side of the

19       turnpike through this area.  And then this area

20       shows the change in alignment from the 9/11

21       Memorial Avoidance Option.

22              So, the Draft Environmental Impact

23       Statement evaluated the effects of the five

24       Action Alternatives and the two design options
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1       on the following things:  Transportation and

2       traffic; land use and economic development;

3       community facilities; property acquisitions and

4       displacements; parks, recreational land and open

5       space; historical and archeological resources;

6       visual effects; air quality; noise and

7       vibration; natural resources; contaminated and

8       hazardous materials; energy use; and utilities

9       effects.

10              The full Draft Environmental Impact

11       Statement as well as the executive summary can

12       be found on the project's website at

13       www.kingofprussiarail.com.

14              A hard copy of the DEIS as well as the

15       executive summary is located at three area

16       libraries; the Upper Merion Township Library,

17       the Montgomery County Norristown Public Library,

18       and the Upper Darby Township Free Public Library

19       on Bywood Avenue.

20              The comment period runs through Monday,

21       December 4th.  Comments can be made in a variety

22       of ways:  You can submit a comment directly

23       through the Project website, again, at

24       www.kingofprussiarail.com; you may send an email
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1       to info@kingofprussiarail.com; you may mail in a

2       comment in writing to KOP Rail Project mailbox,

3       c/o McCormick Taylor, Incorporated (Attn:  ECW),

4       2 Commerce Square, 2001 Market Street, 10th

5       Floor, Philadelphia, PA, 19103; and, of course,

6       you can provide either private or public oral

7       testimony at one of the three hearings, two of

8       which occurred on Monday and the last, that is

9       occurring this evening.

10              To be clear, all comments, regardless of

11       how they are submitted, whether they were

12       written, e-mailed, submitted through the

13       website, or given tonight in testimony, receive

14       equal weight within this process.

15              So the format for the hearing tonight, we

16       have already completed a one-hour-long open

17       house that ran from 5:00 to 6:00 that gave an

18       opportunity for members of the public and our

19       stakeholders to ask questions and discuss the

20       project with our project team.  The discussions

21       that occurred out in the open house area are not

22       part of the formal comments during the comment

23       period, that is not an official way to comment.

24       So, if you had a conversation with a team
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1       member, we do want to be clear that that was not

2       recorded as an official comment and you do still

3       need to make that comment, whether it's via the

4       website, via e-mail, via writing, or this

5       evening.

6              We will then -- I'm pretty much wrapped up

7       with the project overview presentation, and then

8       we'll move into the public oral comment session.

9              So with that, I'm going to turn it over to

10       our hearing officer, Mr. Joe O'Malley, who is

11       going to go through the ground rules for

12       providing oral comment this evening.  Thank you.

13              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Liz.

14              Good evening.  My name is Joe O'Malley and

15       I will be serving as the hearing officer for

16       this public hearing.  My responsibility is to

17       ensure that we have an orderly and polite oral

18       comment session.  I want to first review the

19       oral comment ground rules as shown on the slide.

20              We will take oral comments only from

21       people who have registered to make such

22       comments.  People will speak in the order of the

23       names on the registration sheets, with the

24       exception that elected officials will be allowed
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1       to make oral comments first.  All others will

2       follow in the order on the registration sheets.

3       If you have not yet registered and you wish to

4       make oral comments during this session, please

5       go to the open house room and register at the

6       desk.

7              We have set time limits for the oral

8       comments so that we can accommodate the greatest

9       number of people who wish to make oral comments.

10       If you are an individual who registered to make

11       oral comments, you are limited to two minutes,

12       and the two-minute duration will be timed by the

13       clock.  If you represent an organization, you

14       are limited to three minutes for your oral

15       comments, and the three-minute duration will

16       also be timed by the clock.

17              If you have lengthier comments, meaning

18       longer comments than the time limits will allow,

19       your comments can be provided via other methods

20       as Liz has described.  Please see a project team

21       representative at the table in the open house

22       area if you have any questions on how to submit

23       your comments.

24              As Liz Smith stated, all comments, whether
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1       written, electronic or oral, are given equal

2       consideration and become part of the public

3       comment period record.

4              As you can see, we have a stenographer

5       working during this hearing to record all oral

6       comments that are going to be made.  All oral

7       comments will become part of the public hearing

8       record.  Please begin your oral comments by

9       clearly stating your name as well as any

10       organization that you may represent.

11              Since this is an oral comment session for

12       a public hearing, SEPTA will not be responding

13       to questions.  The time is devoted to hearing

14       from those who wish to make oral comments.

15              Formal responses to questions and comments

16       made during the Draft Environmental Impact

17       Statement comment period will occur in the Final

18       Environmental Impact Statement.

19              Before I call on the first speaker, I want

20       to say a few words about how this hearing will

21       be conducted:  We will conduct ourselves

22       politely, being respectful of all speakers while

23       they are speaking, whether you agree with them

24       or not.  No one should be speaking or making
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1       other noises while someone is making their oral

2       comments, and in between speakers we will also

3       maintain quiet.  If anyone cannot comply with

4       being polite and respectful, you will be asked

5       to leave the room.

6              I will call each speaker up to the podium.

7       Please use the microphone when making your

8       comments.

9              First we'll hear from Crandall Jones.

10              MR. JONES:  Good afternoon.  I'm Crandall

11       Jones.  I am the municipal manager of Norristown

12       and coming to support the project.

13              The project is important to the

14       Municipality of Norristown for a number of

15       reasons:  One has to do, certainly, with jobs

16       creation, both short-term jobs that will be

17       created by the construction and related services

18       of the project development, but also long-term

19       jobs that are created just because of the jobs

20       that currently exist and will exist in King of

21       Prussia.

22              Right now what we're seeing in terms of

23       our own development is an influx of new

24       residents who consistently say they move here
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1       because of proximity to their work.  A lot of

2       times that work is in King of Prussia, sometimes

3       that work is beyond King of Prussia.  One of the

4       consistent things they say about that is, you

5       know, I wanted, one, to get great prices on a

6       home; but, also, two, I didn't want to have to

7       deal with the traffic issues that are related to

8       trying to get to my job.  So if they can have

9       the opportunity to jump on the train and go

10       straight to King of Prussia, that's certainly

11       better for them.

12              The other part of the whole jobs piece is

13       that we have current folks who are either

14       employed in that area or seeking to be employed

15       in that area.  And as you know, it's four miles,

16       basically, from here to King of Prussia, but in

17       the congestion that exists to get from here to

18       King of Prussia, that four miles can be 25 to

19       30 minutes.  Sometimes that makes a large

20       difference in did I get to work on time or

21       didn't I get to work on time.

22              So it's important that an opportunity be

23       provided for folks to keep their jobs or

24       actually be viable for them to seek employment,
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1       because a lot of folks don't have access to

2       personal transportation, so public

3       transportation is that best option.

4              For those reasons and for several more, we

5       think it makes sense that this project go

6       forward and are in support of it.

7              Thank you.

8              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Crandall.

9              Next we'll hear Steve Kline.

10              MS. SMITH:  Emily, he's not here yet.

11              MR. O'MALLEY:  Next we'll hear from Samuel

12       Hagopian?

13              MR. HAGOPIAN:  Hagopian.

14              MR. O'MALLEY:  Hagopian.

15              MR. HAGOPIAN:  I'm Sam Hagopian.  I would

16       like to express my vehement opposition to the

17       King of Prussia Rail Project and urge SEPTA to

18       choose the No Action Alternative for this

19       project.

20              As a resident of King of Prussia for the

21       last decade and a resident of Valley Forge Homes

22       for the last three, I see no benefit of this

23       rail line to our community.  The $1.2 billion

24       price tag is a waste of funds, and the $600
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1       million that SEPTA needs to raise to complete

2       this project would have a better use improving

3       traffic congestion not just in Upper Merion, but

4       in eastern and central Montgomery County

5       overall.

6              The concern this project could poison our

7       drinking water will only make King of Prussia

8       competitive with Flint, Michigan.  The fact that

9       the firehouse will have to be relocated with

10       this project and no public safety impact study

11       has been completed, let alone discussed, puts

12       our entire community in grave danger.

13              That being said, if SEPTA wishes to bring

14       this boondoggle of a project upon themselves,

15       the PA Turnpike North/South Option should be

16       their LPA.

17              Thank you.

18              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Sam.

19              Next we'll hear from Louis Perugini.

20              MR. PERUGINI:  Good evening.  And I'm just

21       here to represent the Mayor of Reading, Willie

22       Scott.  He asked me to come down and say a few

23       words that Reading is interested in rail

24       passenger service, and so we're going on record
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1       to that effect.

2              I hear the naysayers about rail service.

3       The United States has probably the worst rail

4       service, for a country as rich as it is, in the

5       whole world.  South Africa has better transit

6       than we do.  And if you've ever ridden the

7       Trans-Orient Express, you'll see what rail

8       passenger service is all about.

9              Why there's any opposition is beyond

10       imagination, but, anyway, it's there.  I want

11       just to let people know that we're just as

12       concerned in the north of King of Prussia,

13       bringing customers into the mall and

14       Philadelphia from Pottsville and many of the

15       coal regions as much as your concern is to bring

16       them in from the south to obviate the need to go

17       on the Schuylkill Expressway.

18              So if there's some way that at least we

19       can show that we're interested and along the way

20       keep pursuing this idea, we're all for it.

21              Thank you.

22              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Louis.

23              Next we'll hear from Bernard

24       D-a-g-e-n-a-i-s.  If you can help me out with
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1       that, I'd appreciate it.

2              MR. DAGENAIS:  Sure.  My name is Bernard

3       Dagenais.  I am the president and CEO of the

4       Main Line Chamber of Commerce.  I'm here this

5       evening on behalf of 950 member companies of the

6       Main Line Chamber of Commerce to speak in favor

7       of the Norristown/King of Prussia Rail extension

8       project.

9              The Main Line Chamber is a business

10       membership organization overseen by a board of

11       directors made up of business leaders.  Our aim

12       is to help our member companies and other

13       companies in the region to succeed for the good

14       of our economy and for our residents.

15              I also am president of a charitable

16       organization, Main Line Chamber Foundation,

17       which donates scholarships and helps fund the

18       education of volunteer firefighters and

19       emergency medical technicians throughout the

20       region.

21              The Chamber of Commerce's members are

22       spread primarily through the four counties of

23       Montgomery, Delaware, Chester, and Philadelphia

24       Counties, although we do have some members
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1       beyond those borders.  The size of our geography

2       is one of the reasons that we're interested in

3       this train for the entire region as well as the

4       communities that make up that region.

5              The Main Line Chamber has long been a

6       proponent for public transportation in Greater

7       Philadelphia.  The railways used by SEPTA and

8       the city and the suburbs are envied by other

9       regions across the country that did not have the

10       foresight to build rail infrastructure.  We

11       believe that continued investment in rail is

12       good for the region in general and that this is

13       a project that is an important step that will

14       help area residents to get to jobs, take cars

15       off the road, alleviate congestion, and reduce

16       commuting time for both public transit and

17       highway users.

18              As a representative of employers, I can

19       tell you that employees are increasingly seeking

20       public transit options to travel to and from

21       their jobs.  Some of the Chamber's members can

22       be expected to benefit:  They include healthcare

23       systems, colleges and universities, and both

24       private and publicly-held companies.  This is a
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1       regional impact, I want to stress.

2              Upper Merion benefits from the tax impact

3       from businesses, and this project will help

4       serve the employees who work with some of these

5       companies.

6              We all know the Schuylkill Expressway is

7       heavily congested through much of a typical day.

8       This project takes cars off the road and it

9       becomes faster and easier for commuters to use

10       public transit.

11              It's both a retail and a tourism area

12       here, so people getting back and forth is going

13       to benefit from that.  The statistic of 5,600

14       people a day using the bus to travel to King of

15       Prussia is a large number, and the trip by rail

16       would be faster and more efficient with 99

17       percent on-time performance by the Norristown

18       High Speed Line.

19              This project is -- you know, personally,

20       for me, having moved from the Washington D.C.

21       area, there is a cost, an economic impact to

22       traffic congestion that is measurable, I can

23       tell you.  The ability for employees to get

24       around and access transit is a major
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1       consideration for companies deciding on

2       locations, and there are positive environmental

3       impacts as well.

4              This project is good for Norristown, King

5       of Prussia, the Main Line -- through which

6       Norristown High Speed Rail Line runs -- and the

7       entire Greater Philadelphia region.

8              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Bernard.

9              Next we'll hear from Barry Seymour.

10              MR. SEYMOUR:  Good evening.  My name is

11       Barry Seymour, and I'm the executive director of

12       the Delaware Valley Regional Planning

13       Commission.  We're the federally-designated

14       metropolitan planning organization for the

15       Greater Philadelphia region.  We serve a diverse

16       nine-county region in two states, including

17       Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, and

18       Philadelphia in Pennsylvania; and Burlington,

19       Camden, Gloucester, and Mercer in New Jersey.

20              We work with and on behalf of regional

21       partner agencies, member governments and

22       citizens to develop a shared vision for how our

23       region should grow.  Under the federal

24       transportation laws we are required to develop
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1       and maintain a long-range plan, which we update

2       every four years, and coordinate federal and

3       state transportation spending to ensure that the

4       projects we fund now will combine to get us

5       closer to that vision, which we do by

6       maintaining the regional Transportation

7       Improvement Program, otherwise known as TIP.

8              DVRPC has more than a 50-year history as

9       an organization, and our history with the King

10       of Prussia Rail Project is nearly as long.  It

11       was included in our very first long-range plan

12       for the region, a plan developed back in 1969

13       that looked ahead to the year 1985.  Rail

14       service to King of Prussia is also included in

15       our newest long-range plan, Connections 2045,

16       which our board adopted just last month.

17              Under federal law, a plan needs to be

18       fiscally constrained, which means the region

19       must collectively set priorities and identify

20       those projects that they wish to advance.  The

21       King of Prussia Rail Project is the only

22       extension of new rail service in the

23       Pennsylvania portion of our region, serving an

24       area that has never had adequate transit
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1       service.

2              KOP Rail was a good idea in 1969 and it is

3       an even better idea today.  The proposed project

4       will connect one of Greater Philadelphia's most

5       important job centers to the rest of the region

6       and allow it to grow efficiently by attracting

7       new development to the parts of King of Prussia

8       that have the infrastructure to support it.

9              The KOP Rail Project will better connect

10       residents and workers in the King of Prussia

11       area with each other and with destinations in

12       their community, such as the KOP mall, and

13       provide new regional connectivity between the

14       region's third largest employment and economic

15       center here at King of Prussia with Center City

16       and other communities.

17              The project will take cars off the road,

18       reduce congestion, and air pollution, and cut

19       over 30 minutes from current rush-hour transit

20       travel times between King of Prussia and Center

21       City with much greater reliability than

22       passengers experience today.

23              In addition to our long-range plan, the

24       DVRPC has also worked closely with Montgomery
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1       County, SEPTA and Upper Merion to envision and

2       plan for the stations that are well-connected

3       with the development and designed to carefully

4       integrate the communities they will serve.

5              We believe KOP Rail is a project of major

6       regional benefit, and we look forward to

7       continuing to work with SEPTA and other regional

8       partners to help make it a reality in the coming

9       years.

10              Thank you.

11              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Barry.

12              Next we'll hear from Val Arkoosh.

13              MS. ARKOOSH:  Good evening.  Thank you for

14       accommodating my crazy schedule tonight.

15              My name is Valerie Arkoosh.  I am the

16       chair of the Montgomery County Board of

17       Commissioners, and I would like to offer my

18       unwavering support for the King of Prussia Rail

19       Project and to comment on SEPTA's Draft

20       Environmental Impact Statement, including the

21       Locally Preferred Alternative and the two design

22       options.

23              Montgomery County is a large growing

24       county in the Philadelphia suburbs.  We have
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1       over 820,000 residents and 580,000 jobs -- we

2       have a higher population than four states in the

3       union -- and every day 85,000 more workers

4       commute to our county than leave it to work

5       elsewhere.

6              The workhorse of our county economy is

7       King of Prussia, an edge city located in Upper

8       Merion Township with its 28,000 residents,

9       60,000 jobs, 4,000 companies, and major tourist

10       destinations.  SEPTA's proposed extension of the

11       Norristown High Speed Line to King of Prussia

12       gives us the chance to knit the region together

13       like never before and to position Montgomery

14       County for the economy of the 21st century.

15              It will also revolutionize the communities

16       along the existing route.  For county residents

17       in places like Hughes Park, Gulph Mills, King

18       Manor, Bridgeport, and Norristown, a short walk

19       and an equally short train ride will take them

20       to jobs and destinations in Upper Merion that

21       they can only access today by car.

22              For residents in Upper Merion, they can

23       easily be connected to our first-class medical

24       centers in Center City and also to Norristown,
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1       where we have growing and thriving restaurant

2       and theater opportunities.

3              The Draft EIS is the culmination of a

4       massive effort by SEPTA and its many partners,

5       which included Montgomery County, to identify

6       the best alignment and study its effects.  Using

7       methodologies required by the Federal Transit

8       Administration, the results are striking:  9,500

9       new weekday riders by 2040; travel times from

10       Center City and Norristown cut by roughly half;

11       up to 18.4 million fewer vehicle miles traveled

12       each year on our roadways; an annual reduction

13       of 2.1 million hours sitting in traffic; and up

14       to 5,800 tons of carbon dioxide emissions

15       eliminated every year.

16              I am also a physician, and I realize so

17       clearly that this project is equally about

18       public health as it is about transportation and

19       economic development.  This Draft EIS is also

20       the culmination of hundreds of hours of public

21       input.  SEPTA went above and beyond to be

22       transparent and to listen to the community.

23       They held not one but three well-publicized open

24       houses every step in the alternatives analysis
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1       process.  They met regularly with committees of

2       Upper Merion citizens, including one made up of

3       residents most impacted by the project.  I

4       personally accompanied SEPTA staff as we walked

5       through the backyards of the Village at Valley

6       Forge to understand the impact of the Locally

7       Preferred Alternative.  The PA Turnpike

8       North/South Option is proof that SEPTA is

9       addressing the concerns of the neighbors.

10              The KOP Rail Project is entirely

11       consistent with our Montgomery County 2040

12       comprehensive plan.  It meets goals of providing

13       transportation choices to our residents and

14       improving transportation access to our

15       businesses.  It is also identified in the plan

16       as a future vision project.  It could not be any

17       clearer that Montgomery County knows where we

18       want to go and that the KOP Rail Project will

19       help take us there.

20              Thank you for the opportunity to comment

21       and know that Montgomery County will continue to

22       be your partner as this effort advances into the

23       Final EIS phase.

24              Thank you.
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1              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Val.

2              Next we'll hear from Al Achtert.

3              MR. ACHTERT:  It's Alfred Achtert, 7228

4       Radbourne Road, Upper Darby.  That's

5       A-c-h-t-e-r-t.

6              I urge SEPTA on this to think big.

7       There's an area that you're coming very close

8       to, and that's the area of North Gulph Road,

9       Swedesford Road, Guthrie Road, that triangular

10       area.  It used to be a golf course that's been

11       redeveloped now; you have a major grocery store

12       over there, apartment complexes that are being

13       built, you have the Children's Hospital over

14       there, and a lot of what you could broadly call

15       other retail and recreational activity centers

16       in that area.  The Town Center is what they're

17       calling it over there.

18              That would be served by the alternative of

19       the Turnpike-Gulph Road alternative, and I would

20       urge you to combine that with the approved or

21       the nearly approved looping and make a loop from

22       the mall up around by 1st and -- 1st and Gulph

23       Road and then back down to the mall to then come

24       back.  Double track and run the cars around it.
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1       Wherever the car -- all the cars going toward

2       Norristown on their next trip on one track and

3       come on the other side to go towards 69th

4       Street.  That would give you better options of

5       serving some of the areas.  I urge you to do

6       that.  And I want you to go with the

7       alternatives and make sure that you have the

8       fire company signing off on those.

9              Also, I see six cars are to be added, and

10       not to be totally compliant with the existing

11       fleet, and I'd like you to check very carefully

12       to see that you have enough spares.  SEPTA

13       recently, on some of their purchases, have not

14       been very good on estimating the number of

15       vehicles needed.  The trackless trolley order,

16       the rebuilding of the PCC cars, Route 15, you

17       didn't get enough in either case, and we're

18       waiting to see if we're going to have enough on

19       the (indiscernible) buses that are now coming

20       in.  Be sure to make sure that you have a good

21       enough spare ratio on that.

22              Thank you.

23              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you.

24              Next we'll hear from Steve Kline.
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1              MR. KLINE:  Good evening.  My name is

2       Steven Kline.  I'm chairman of the Montgomery

3       County Planning Commission, and I'm here

4       representing the Montgomery County Planning

5       Commission Board.

6              The Montgomery County Planning Commission

7       enthusiastically supports the extension of

8       SEPTA's Norristown High Speed Line to King of

9       Prussia as documented in the Draft Environmental

10       Impact Statement.  This transit expansion of the

11       King of Prussia area will improve travel times

12       between our region's three major employment

13       centers and provide a reliable transportation

14       option for commuters and residents.

15              The MCPC supports the Locally Preferred

16       Alternative identified in the King of Prussia

17       Rail Project Draft Environmental Impact

18       Statement because it meets the project purpose

19       and is the result of extensive public feedback

20       and achieves the goal of the county and regional

21       comprehensive plan.

22              The Draft EIS's project purpose and need

23       to be -- to provide faster and more reliable

24       public transit service to King of Prussia from
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1       Norristown, Philadelphia and points in between

2       improve connectivity within the King of Prussia

3       area and better serve existing transit riders,

4       while also accommodating new ones.  The

5       Montgomery County Planning Commission

6       unequivocally believes that the Locally

7       Preferred Alternative meets this purpose and

8       need.

9              SEPTA engaged in extensive public

10       involvement for the last four years.  SEPTA

11       hosted meetings for residents near the build,

12       near the build alignments, including

13       regularly-scheduled neighborhood forums and

14       backyard visits, which have contributed to the

15       content of the Draft EIS and resulted in the

16       design options to address concerns.

17              They have also worked closely with local

18       stakeholders, including Upper Merion Township,

19       GVF Transportation, the King of Prussia Business

20       Improvement District, and Montgomery County, to

21       ensure that the wide range of inputs and

22       perspectives shape the project outcome.

23              Montgomery County's current comprehensive

24       plan, MontCo 2040, A Shared Vision, specifically
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1       identifies extending the NHSL to King of Prussia

2       as a major component of our future transit

3       vision.  This project is integral to the goal of

4       the County transportation network that serves

5       all people and supports land use and economic

6       development efforts.

7              Montgomery County also acknowledges that

8       the Delaware Valley Regional Planning

9       Commission's just-adopted long-range regional

10       plan, Connections 2045, lists the Norristown

11       High Speed Line extension as a priority project

12       for the transit system's expansion, and

13       identifies it as the only such new capacity

14       project expected to be funded during the plan's

15       time horizon.

16              The Montgomery County Planning Commission

17       hereby supports the SEPTA King of Prussia Rail

18       Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

19       We affirm that the Locally Preferred Alternative

20       meets the purpose -- the project purpose and

21       need and is a longstanding effort in the

22       county's transportation plan.  We passed a

23       resolution today, our Planning Commission Board,

24       it was unanimous.
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1              Thank you.

2              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Steve.

3              Next we'll hear from Pam Forster.

4              MS. FORSTER:  Good evening.  Pam Forster,

5       a resident of King of Prussia.

6              When my husband and I decided to buy a

7       house -- my husband is a lifelong resident of

8       King of Prussia and I was born here in

9       Norristown, moved to Lower Providence and moved

10       into the area -- we chose our house because of

11       where we worked and where we wanted to live.  We

12       are both volunteers within the community.  And

13       when looking for employment we decided to be

14       employed in King of Prussia as well.  Most

15       people, when you go for a job, I've interviewed

16       with places that are in Philly and I looked at

17       the transportation time it would take, and took

18       that all into consideration.

19              A couple key points:  According to the

20       district's top ten development -- economic

21       development projects, only one of them will be

22       one of the stops along the rail, which is the

23       King of Prussia Mall.  The other ones are mostly

24       in the Village or 251 DeKalb, and other
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1       locations that the rail would not be stopping

2       at.

3              Additionally, being a resident of

4       Brandywine Village, on the 3D map where you put

5       your house in, when I look out on my front porch

6       I will see the rail.  No longer will I be able

7       to see the sun setting.  I will see the rail.

8       So while you get to sit on your porch and watch

9       the sunset, I get to watch a rail go by 20 hours

10       a day.  I did not buy my house for that reason.

11              And statements were made that back in 1969

12       a rail would have made sense, and I would agree

13       with you on that, taking the people from

14       Philadelphia -- my in-laws moved there, because

15       of getting a job with GE -- and it would have

16       made sense before the residents were put in.

17              A decrease in traffic:  14.5 percent of

18       King of Prussia employees live in Philadelphia.

19       That is down from the 2004 census data.  Most

20       are up in Chester, Delaware and Bucks County,

21       which the rail will have no impact on them.

22       Also, 4.1 percent of public transportation live

23       in King of Prussia.  The rest drive private

24       vehicles.  I don't see how we will decrease
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1       traffic.

2              I am a resident, I work in King of Prussia

3       at one of the stops.  I would have to drive to a

4       spot to park my car to get on the rail to go to

5       work.  I don't see it decreasing the traffic.

6       Between now and 2035 the district reports that

7       4,000 new jobs will be created.  Between now and

8       2035.

9              Additionally, with the increase in the

10       properties that are going in, we will have 6,000

11       more residents.  So, again, how is that going to

12       help our traffic?

13              And, lastly, the Delaware Valley Regional

14       Planning, I understand they're on board with

15       this, but in looking at their data, there's a

16       thing out there right now called PACarpool.org

17       that the DVRPC has on their website with

18       potential tax credits if you carpool.  Maybe

19       that's an option we should be looking at and

20       putting a million dollars into a campaign for

21       that rather than 1.2 billion into a rail.

22              Thank you.

23              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Pam.

24              Next we'll hear from Alex "Doty"?
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1              MR. DOTY:  "Doty."

2              MR. O'MALLEY:  "Doty."

3              MR. DOTY:  Easy mistake.

4              My name is Alex Doty, and I represent the

5       group Pennsylvanians for Transit.

6              Pennsylvanians for Transit is connecting

7       more people to jobs in their communities by

8       supporting improvements to public transportation

9       in Pennsylvania.

10              King of Prussia Rail gives people a

11       reliable and efficient option for traveling

12       between King of Prussia and Philadelphia.  Every

13       day 5,600 people travel to King of Prussia by

14       bus.  The bus route has an on-time performance

15       of 65 percent, because of traffic on the

16       Schuylkill Expressway and within King of

17       Prussia.  The Norristown High Speed Rail and

18       Market-Frankford el have an on-time performance

19       of 99 percent.

20              Driving from King of Prussia to City Hall,

21       congestion is frequent and unpredictable.  The

22       trip regularly takes 70 minutes.  King of

23       Prussia Rail will consistently deliver

24       passengers to City Hall in 40 minutes.
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1              The Philadelphia region is growing.  In

2       fact, the Southeast accounts for 105 percent of

3       population growth in Pennsylvania.  Transit is

4       the most efficient way to serve the

5       transportation needs of residents and employers

6       as our region grows and as traffic increases:

7              Public transportation like King of Prussia

8       Rail gives us more transportation choices.  For

9       some that means access to an otherwise

10       unreachable job.  For others it might mean

11       saving thousands of dollars by becoming a

12       one-car household.  For elderly and disabled

13       passengers, it increases self-sufficiency,

14       giving baby boomers more ability to age in

15       place.

16              The KOP Rail extension makes public

17       transportation a better mobility option for both

18       the existing 5,600 bus passengers and many more

19       who will be attracted by the much-more efficient

20       King of Prussia Rail.

21              Thank you.

22              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Alex.

23              Next we'll hear from Vanessa Schallack.

24              MS. SCHALLACK:  Okay.  I say this is
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1       definitely needed.  One thing that's not being

2       addressed is safety issues.  I have been on the

3       124 headed for the City, the Boulevard was

4       closed.  The bus went the local route.  It took

5       us about three hours.  If the bus had to pass,

6       it took them over four hours.

7              If you've ever been on a bus around

8       Christmastime or any middle time of day, you get

9       upset kids, cranky kids.  Okay, you're going to

10       get that, but the drivers have to deal with

11       that.  They've got kids, you know, they're

12       young, screaming.  And they're getting frazzled,

13       because, you know, you have people that are

14       running late to work.  Luckily, I was just there

15       out of leisure.  I didn't have a job to get to.

16       And I also see that point of it.  Okay.  That

17       thing's going to take maybe less than an hour?

18       An ideal condition takes less than an hour on

19       the 124 or 125.

20              I also would appreciate if you mentioned

21       access to Valley Forge Park.  I think that would

22       be great.  And I also mention, I think I said in

23       an earlier meeting, about if you're sitting on

24       DeKalb Pike, like waiting on the 124 or 125, I
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1       nearly passed out from the fumes.  Imagine the

2       buses that may be off the road.  Maybe have

3       smaller shuttles.  Target -- the shuttles, like

4       courtesies, so you don't have to have it right

5       along 202.  I think that Henderson and 202,

6       there's a lot of activity there.  You've got the

7       Target, the Acme further down.  So I definitely

8       think this is needed.

9              A lot of improvements can be made.  And

10       taking into account, like I said, the Valley

11       Forge Park.  You've got the Schuylkill River

12       Trail, that's good, a lot of people use that,

13       and I see people, you know, trying to get -- you

14       know, one person is taking a bike and you have

15       three people maybe want to take a bike on the

16       124 or 125, you can only fit so many out there.

17              So I definitely think this is needed,

18       ideally.  There's no perfect solution.  But I'm

19       glad, like I said, you do have consideration.

20       Initially, I think you had two or three and then

21       you added additional routes.  You're looking to

22       work with the community.  So I see a lot of

23       positives for that.

24              Unfortunately, like I said, being a
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1       resident, if you live here -- like you said, it

2       wasn't there when you moved in.  So you can't

3       predict the future, but I think it will affect

4       traffic, like I said, if you don't have all

5       those buses going down 202, if the thing's

6       running on time.  Because I've had some people

7       take a bus two or three early before that to

8       allow for the Schuylkill maybe being messed up.

9       They have a job to get to.  I think I saw some

10       person crying, it was her first day.  More than

11       likely, she probably lost her job.  I mean,

12       that's pitiful.

13              So, like I said, I think this is needed

14       more than it isn't, so hopefully something can

15       be worked out to meet the needs of as many as

16       possible without disrupting those that, like,

17       are concerned with other issues.

18              So thank you for considering this and

19       hopefully have this move forward.

20              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Vanessa.

21              Jeff DeVuono.

22              MR. DeVUONO:  Good evening.  My name is

23       Jeff DeVuono.  I'm an officer of Brandywine

24       Realty Trust, a company headquartered in
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1       Philadelphia, that develops, manages -- and

2       manages commercial, residential and mixed-use

3       real estate projects in multiple markets

4       throughout the United States.

5              My role in the company is to oversee its

6       portfolio of properties in Pennsylvania.  In

7       this capacity, I also serve as a board member of

8       the King of Prussia Business Improvement

9       District, where I've -- where I formally chaired

10       the organization, and currently co-chair its

11       transportation committee.

12              I come today as a representative of

13       Brandywine to state our company's full support

14       for the proposed extension of SEPTA's existing

15       Norristown High Speed Line into King of Prussia.

16              Infrastructure investment is a tremendous

17       economic development tool.  It inevitably

18       creates jobs, expands business, and ensures that

19       we stay a competitive community; not just

20       locally, but nationally and on a global stage.

21       Transit-accessible submarkets are some of the

22       strongest performers nationally, achieving rent

23       and development levels in excess of the broader

24       office market.  Vacancy rates are reported to
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1       be, in these transit-served communities, at 4

2       percent lower than nontransit, and rents are 49

3       percent higher in transit-served markets

4       compared to nontransit.  And almost 50 percent

5       of new real estate construction taking place

6       nationally is in transit-accessible submarkets.

7              Brandywine Realty Trust believes that

8       connecting King of Prussia to Center City and

9       University City via the Norristown High Speed

10       Line is a critically-necessary project for our

11       region and a powerful economic engine for the

12       community, the county, the region, and the

13       state.

14              Data shows that for every dollar invested

15       in public transportation, approximately four

16       dollars is generated in economic benefits.  It

17       will increase existing commercial -- real estate

18       values, both residential and commercial.  It

19       will create new sources of tax revenue resulting

20       from new development, both residential and

21       commercial.  And Brandywine believes that the

22       proposed rail project will create jobs, connect

23       employers to a broader pool of employees and

24       give local residents easier access to jobs along
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1       this route.

2              A recent study by the Economy League of

3       the Greater Philadelphia Region stated that the

4       King of Prussia Rail Project would add thousands

5       of jobs during construction and a thousand jobs

6       annually thereafter.  King of Prussia is the

7       largest employment center in suburban

8       Philadelphia.  This rail project would create a

9       direct, convenient, low-cost transportation

10       alternative for Norristown residents to King of

11       Prussia.  This is an incredible opportunity for

12       this community to act as an employment center

13       and serve as a catalyst for growth and

14       prosperity for all.

15              So Brandywine Realty Trust believes that

16       this transformative project will increase

17       regional mobility and reduce congestion.

18       Studies show a reduction of up to 18 million

19       automobiles annually, clearly impactful, and

20       save citizens and businesses valuable time and

21       money.

22              So it is for these reasons and more that

23       we are honored to support the King of Prussia

24       Rail Project and why I come before you today to
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1       enthusiastically represent Brandywine Realty

2       Trust as we lend our endorsement to this

3       essential Philadelphia regional project.

4              Thank you for your time and consideration.

5              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Jeff.

6              Next we'll hear from Matt Tucker.

7              MR. TUCKER:  Good evening.  My name is

8       Matt Tucker.  I'm with Gladstone Commercial

9       Corporation.  We're a publicly-traded real

10       estate investment trust based in Washington, DC.

11       I drove up from DC today to testify tonight in

12       support of the rail extension project.

13              We own several office and industrial

14       buildings in suburban Philadelphia, including

15       935 1st Avenue in King of Prussia.  We support

16       the rail project because we believe it will

17       provide better connectivity to housing and

18       employment centers in the region.  The improved

19       transit infrastructure will decrease traffic

20       congestion and provide alternative transit

21       opportunities for people who live in the market

22       and live outside of the market who travel in for

23       work.  The investment in infrastructure will

24       create jobs both through the construction
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1       process and in the future growth of King of

2       Prussia.

3              And I think this is an important point

4       that hasn't really been addressed:  We've seen

5       in markets around the country where you've got a

6       suburban mall and suburban office parks that

7       have not been continually invested in from an

8       infrastructure standpoint, and a lot of those

9       are in decline.  It's important for King of

10       Prussia to invest in transit infrastructure like

11       this project to ensure its position as an edge

12       city, as a source of growth for the region and a

13       source of jobs and vitality.  And I think if it

14       doesn't happen that's a big risk for the region.

15              Again, just to summarize, my name's Matt

16       Tucker of Gladstone Commercial, and we support

17       this project wholeheartedly.

18              Thanks.

19              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Matt.

20              Next we'll hear from Scott Maits.

21              MR. MAITS:  Good evening.  Thank you.

22              I am a rail transit advocate design

23       expert.  I've worked with a number of different

24       groups.  I've had the most (indiscernible) in
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1       the Northeast Corridor.  Some very bright people

2       think I'm a very good expert for this.  So I

3       have some comments on this, the most logical new

4       rail line in the Philadelphia region.

5              First off, this should be done as soon as

6       possible.  This is the line to do.  But it is a

7       major, major investment and needs to be really

8       well thought out.  Previously we had the best

9       railroads in the country and in the world here,

10       the Pennsylvania Railroad, for instance, and it

11       would look at 100-year plans, what are we going

12       to do later.

13              And to listen to all the various comments

14       from different people (indiscernible) of this

15       neighborhood involved, there are some other

16       needs besides going to 69th Street and to West

17       Philadelphia, that's a one-seat ride in

18       Philadelphia, and how do we do this.  If this is

19       done, but with a slightly heavier

20       infrastructure, you will be able to someday also

21       share the Norristown-oriented cars with regional

22       rail.  It's not legal currently, but there were

23       plans to do that.  There's books written on the

24       subject.
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1              It's something that's not easy, but it's

2       something that's absolutely necessary, and not

3       just to go to Philadelphia but to also go out to

4       Exton, and to Great Valley, to go across the

5       (indiscernible) to come from Reading and to come

6       in.  But you have to also realign the preferred

7       alternative to be either along the PECO

8       right-of-way or perhaps as (indiscernible) was

9       asking, along 202, which is more expensive, but

10       is not where -- nowhere -- it's not at houses or

11       even in backyards, and then follow Gulph Road up

12       and over 202, shared with the bikeway, at least

13       to get through there from the Chester Valley

14       Trail, and then follow Gulph Road all the way to

15       the casino.  This would be a six-stop ride and

16       would be useful by the thru trains to the Great

17       Valley from Norristown and the Norristown train

18       line.

19              I will have written a comment about this

20       that I'll submit explaining it better, but it's

21       -- this is a 100-year investment you're deciding

22       on here, so I ask you to please -- and I'm sorry

23       I wasn't able to participate in this earlier,

24       but to please consider the longer-term
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1       implications when you do build what's going to

2       be the biggest investment in the region.

3              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Scott.

4              Next we'll hear from Ana Fluehr.

5              MS. FLUEHR:  Good evening.  My name is Ana

6       Fluehr, and I am against the $1.2 billion King

7       of Prussia Rail Project.  The project is

8       expensive and the Montgomery County can use the

9       investment in some other areas that have high

10       need for improvement.

11              So, the investment can be used to make

12       roads safer and driving more pleasant.  So,

13       pedestrian crossing light is needed on West

14       Marshall Street.  For example, on the

15       intersection of Markley Street and Marshall

16       Street located in Norristown, there is no lights

17       for pedestrian to cross the street.  And along

18       from Swede Street intersection with Marshall

19       Street to Forrest Avenue intersection with

20       Marshall Street there is no lights for

21       pedestrian crossings.

22              Some of the car drivers on that part of

23       the town do not pay attention.  It's -- and it's

24       a crossing they do not stop.  They keep driving.
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1              On the Markley Street and West Marshall

2       Street is the car dealership that has the cars

3       parked next to SEPTA train line.  The cars

4       parked have no license plate.  High crime in the

5       Norristown is closely related to the business

6       (indiscernible).  For instance, it is okay for

7       the car to be parked next to SEPTA line that has

8       no gate between the cars and the rail, which is

9       not very safe.

10              Second, those cars have no license plate

11       and what kind of deals are done with these cars

12       is questionable.  I have noticed that some cars

13       on the road have no license plate.

14              Also, the car dealership on location,

15       Markley Street and West Marshall intersection,

16       has (indiscernible) windows covered with a

17       drywall, which gives the area a terrible look.

18              I have more to say, but time's up.  Thank

19       you.

20              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you.

21              Next we'll hear from Adam Lang.

22              MR. LANG:  Hi, good evening.  I just

23       wanted to make a couple comments from a

24       different perspective.
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1              Up until two months ago I lived in North

2       Philadelphia and I worked out in the King of

3       Prussia area, and just recently I've moved to

4       Norristown predominantly because the commute to

5       work is such an awful experience.  You know, one

6       month it's like I'll try SEPTA, then after you

7       get tired of that I'll go back to driving

8       Schuylkill, and then the next month I'll try

9       SEPTA again.

10              And, you know, so from that perspective of

11       someone who when they moved out of Philadelphia

12       predominantly focused on, you know, where

13       they're going to work or job opportunities

14       are -- I currently work out in King of Prussia,

15       as I mentioned, but being in IT need easy access

16       to the Center City job markets for potential

17       future growth.

18              So, with that being said, I just wanted to

19       add my support, not in particular any specific

20       alternative routes that are proposed, but just

21       the idea that something does need to be done to

22       help the average workforce get to and from where

23       they're working in a way that doesn't involve an

24       hour and a half on the Schuylkill.
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1              Also, I have other friends that live in

2       North Philadelphia that work out here, also, and

3       they're -- as you've heard some people, you

4       know, they're crushed on the 124 and 125.  They

5       have to go across the Wissahickon and then

6       transfer again, et cetera.

7              So just in general, I'd just like to give

8       my support that I appreciate that you guys are

9       trying to do something and to looking to make

10       life -- things better for people's commute, and

11       I appreciate that.

12              MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you, Adam.

13              Adam is our last speaker, so at this point

14       I will close this hearing.  And I thank you all

15       for coming out this evening.

16              (Whereupon, the public hearing was

17       concluded at approximately 7:00 p.m.)

18                          - - -

19

20

21

22

23

24
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TIME:       1-2 P.M.

                      SHARISE THOMPSON, REPORTER                     
                      NOTARY PUBLIC
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1              1                         - - -

2              2                   PRIVATE ORAL COMMENTS

3              3                         - - -

4              4              MR. JOHN SCOTT DRENDALL:  I live at 

5              5          293 Adams Road here in King of Prussia.  

6              6          My wife and I, and my daughters, have 

7              7          lived here for about 30 years.  And I am 

8              8          basically in favor of the project, but I'm 

9              9          curious about how it's going to be paid 

10             10          for. 

11             11              In general, I think growth in our 

12             12          township is a good thing, and especially 

13             13          mass transport, that would help alleviate, 

14             14          I think, the traffic jams on the 

15             15          expressway and 422 and all the roads 

16             16          around here, and I think we are fortunate  

17             17          to live here, you know, in a very low 

18             18          taxed township, and that our low taxes 

19             19          come predominately from businesses, and 

20             20          this project, I think, helps those 

21             21          businesses thrive and pay taxes.  I am 

22             22          also fortunate enough not to live anywhere 

23             23          close to where the line would apparently 

24             24          go through, although I'm not totally sure 
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1              1          of that.  I don't know how I would feel if 

2              2          it literally were in my backyard, and 

3              3          those people who don't want it in their 

4              4          backyard, I think, you know, they should 

5              5          be listened to, and, if push comes to 

6              6          shove, compensated, so I know that would 

7              7          add to the price.  So I'm curious about 

8              8          all of these things.  Thank you very much.

9              9                           - - -

10             10              MR. VERNON HARTZELL:  I've lived here 

11             11          for 30 years, and when 422 was being 

12             12          built, it was designed or sold as a way to 

13             13          build a railroad up to Reading.  What 

14             14          happened to that?  I know that the 

15             15          junction of -- the Temple Junction slows 

16             16          up the Regional Rail, but a high speed 

17             17          line would work up there, I would think.  

18             18          They have a billion dollars to throw 

19             19          around.  It doesn't -- it's not paid for.  

20             20          It's going to have to be borrowed. 

21             21              422 is a murder road.  My son lives up 

22             22          in San Antonio.  He works at Montgomery 

23             23          County Courthouse.  He can't trust that 

24             24          road to be there in time.  You can't trust 
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1 it.  There's always a death on that road 

2 or an accident.  And the high speed 

3 line -- there are shuttle buses now that 

4 work, if you get to the mall.  My wife 

5 works at ManorCare over here, and people 

6 have to have it.  They can't trust the 

7 buses and trains now to get there, and the 

8 high speed line would get them partway 

9 there to the Para 23.  I guess that's my 

10 biggest thought.              

11                 - - -

12     MR. THOMAS LEAHY:  I'm from 

13 Collegeville Borough.  We completed a rail 

14 trail project through our borough, 

15 somewhat intrusive, but none of the fears 

16 came true.  The value of our homes went 

17 up, no evidence of any increased crime or 

18 traffic.  So I would be -- I am very much 

19 in favor of this project, especially 

20 speaking to the neighbors where the 

21 development would take place that they 

22 should be happy that it will improve their 

23 property values.  I have also ridden the 

24 P & W Line to school, so I know it works.  
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1 It's a sensible, simple rail system.  

2 That's it, thank you.

3                - - -

4     MR. GARY COHEN:  I'm okay with the 

5 project that they are looking to produce, 

6 at least in principle, but I feel they 

7 need to do a little bit more on 

8 integrating it into the neighborhood.  I 

9 personally don't expect that I will ever 

10 use it.  I know other people, you know, 

11 will use it coming into this area, but, 

12 me, as a local, I probably won't be using 

13 it. 

14     And I don't think that -- well, I'm 

15 okay with it being here, but I don't think 

16 that it should negatively affect the 

17 neighborhood, and, in particular, the 

18 traffic that we already are facing.  So my 

19 comment, I suppose, would be the 

20 integration of it on First Avenue.  I feel 

21 that taking that from a four lane road to 

22 a two lane road to put an island in the 

23 middle is counterproductive for traffic 

24 flow.  That's actually an artery in the 
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1        commercial park, and dropping that to one 

2        lane is going to adversely affect traffic 

3        flow, and, so, I prefer that they didn't 

4        do it that way, and if they could come up 

5        with something that would allow them to 

6        maintain the current four lanes.  Thank 

7        you.

8                        - - -

9            MR. MICHAEL SWEENEY:  I'm in favor of 

10        the project.  I think it will spur 

11        economic activity all along the rail line, 

12        and I'm a stakeholder in that I do 

13        business in King of Prussia, and I am a 

14        homeowner in Delaware County, where the 

15        train line runs through Merwood Park in 

16        Havertown.  I see it as nothing but 

17        beneficial to the people throughout the 

18        region.  Thank you.

19                       - - -

20            (Private oral comments concluded 

21        at 2:00 p.m.)

22                       - - -

23

24
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1             C E R T I F I C A T I O N

2

3            I, Sharise J. Thompson, a Court 

4 Reporter and Commissioner of Deeds for the 

5 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do hereby certify 

6 the foregoing to be a true and accurate 

7 transcript of my original stenographic notes 

8 taken at the time and place hereinbefore set 

9 forth.

10

11

12                       ____________________

13                       Sharise J. Thompson
                      Court Reporter

14                       Commissioner of Deeds

15

16 DATED:  ________________

17

18

19      (The foregoing certification of this 

20 transcript does not apply to any reproduction of 

21 the same by any means, unless under the direct 

22 control and/ or supervision of the certifying 

23 shorthand reporter.)

24
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               KING OF PRUSSIA RAIL
             PUBLIC HEARING SCHEDULED

                      - - -

IN RE:     PRIVATE ORAL COMMENTS

DATE:       NOVEMBER 15, 2017

LOCATION:   NORRISTOWN MUNICIPAL BUILDING
            235 EAST AIRY STREET          
            NORRISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA  19401

TIME:       5-6 P.M.  

                      SHARISE THOMPSON, REPORTER                     
                      NOTARY PUBLIC
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1              1                       - - -

2              2                 PRIVATE ORAL COMMENTS

3              3                       - - -

4              4   

5              5              MR. JAMES MOIANI:  I just want to 

6              6          start out by stating, of course, my dad 

7              7          does work in SEPTA Management, but I don't 

8              8          speak for him. 

9              9              I just speak enthusiastically in 

10             10          support of the project, for the simple 

11             11          reason that I live in Haverford Township 

12             12          and I work in Upper Merion just up the 

13             13          hill from where one of the stops are, so, 

14             14          yeah, I would use it.  I have heard 

15             15          criticism that it's not going to convert 

16             16          drivers into riders.  I'm definitely an 

17             17          example -- at least one example of that 

18             18          not being true. 

19             19              In the ten years plus, having commuted 

20             20          between Haverford Township and Upper Darby 

21             21          Township, where I used to live, and Upper 

22             22          Merion, I have seen traffic get worse, and 

23             23          I anticipate that by the time this thing 

24             24          is finally done, even if it stays on 
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1              1          schedule, it will just be worse still.  By 

2              2          that point, I'll probably be ready to quit 

3              3          driving entirely, so, yeah, it would 

4              4          definitely benefit me.  I want to counter 

5              5          the notion as well that it will hurt 

6              6          property values.  I just bought a house in 

7              7          Haverford Township, and the existing line, 

8              8          the same line obviously runs through 

9              9          there, and I can tell you, from a very 

10             10          recent experience, that the closer you get 

11             11          to transit access, the more expensive 

12             12          things get and not less.  So I wanted to 

13             13          kind of fight that perception a little 

14             14          bit, and, yeah, I think that's it. 

15             15              Other criticisms I've seen, and I do 

16             16          think that they are onto something, with 

17             17          considering possible changes that would 

18             18          benefit local residents who would want to 

19             19          use it.  I'd imagine that if I did live in 

20             20          Upper Merion Township -- you know, I've 

21             21          seen the stops.  Most of it is geared for 

22             22          people like me to get to their offices, 

23             23          but if I did live right in one of those 

24             24          neighborhoods, there isn't really a stop 
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1 for me to go wherever I want to go, so I 

2 don't know whether you can do that with 

3 settled route changes, or maybe building 

4 steps -- or not steps.  Building a stop 

5 that would require like a lot of 

6 pedestrian access or maybe some walkways 

7 or something over the Turnpike, but 

8 something that you wouldn't think of that 

9 might benefit people that live there who 

10 would want to use it, because there's got 

11 to be some of them.  I know I would if I 

12 lived there, and, also, to get to more 

13 places than just the offices, the new 

14 development on the former golf course, 

15 much has been said that it bypasses that, 

16 or it doesn't come close enough to it.  I 

17 think that's definitely a valid criticism 

18 for -- you know, it would only help 

19 ridership by getting you to other places. 

20     A place that really isn't designed 

21 with transit in mind, you can tell, it 

22 doesn't have as much parking, it's a 

23 little bit more dense.  It's compatible 

24 with a proposed rail link that I would've 
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1 hoped would get closer to that particular 

2 development than it actually does.  So, 

3 yeah, those are two criticisms that I've 

4 seen recently that I would agree with, 

5 even though I am a big supporter of even 

6 what's proposed.  And, I think, that's 

7 about it.   

8              - - -

9     MR. BENJAMIN HAKIMFAR:  I just came 

10 tonight on behalf of Wurzak Hotel Group.  

11 We own two hotels in the King of Prussia  

12 area, one being the Hyatt Place on 

13 American, which is directly adjacent to a 

14 stop that would be for the proposed rail.  

15 The other one is the Sheraton Valley 

16 Forge, which is not in close proximity to 

17 a proposed stop, but we're still very 

18 supportive of this rail. 

19     Many of our employees at the hotels 

20 have to take up to three buses to get to 

21 work, which is not practical.  Of course, 

22 hiring becomes almost impossible as well, 

23 since the market is very limited, due to 

24 limited transportation, and, I think, the 
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1 rail would not only be a positive for 

2 providing more jobs in the area and 

3 accessibility to jobs, but it will 

4 encourage more employees to live in the 

5 area as well, which, obviously, has its 

6 effects, positive effects.  Someone as 

7 myself, who commutes every day to King of 

8 Prussia from Center City, I, too, am 

9 affected by the commute, as 76 is always 

10 at least over an hour to get here even 

11 though I am only 20 miles away, and the 

12 weekend is even worse than that. 

13     I moved here from California, and I 

14 often describe King of Prussia to my 

15 friends as the Mecca of everything you 

16 need, and that's from shopping to food to 

17 everything.  And I say that people all 

18 over Pennsylvania come to King of Prussia, 

19 because everything is accessible here.  

20 And I think the fact that there's a 

21 different mode of transportation would 

22 only increase the amount of people that 

23 would come here.  Also, I'm very confident 

24 that with a rail system more people would 
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1        be inclined to stay at our hotels if their 

2        final destination is a couple more miles 

3        away, because of the accessibility of a 

4        different mode of transportation, and, 

5        obviously, that would bring in more taxes 

6        to the area as well. 

7            As a young family man, I also would 

8        see King of Prussia as a more attractive 

9        area for families to buy homes when they 

10        are ready to leave the city if there's a 

11        mode of transportation for them to want to 

12        go to Center City or other parts of the 

13        suburbs if needed.  And I know that the 

14        rail would also have a highly positive 

15        impact on home prices, which would 

16        provide, again, more tax dollars and that 

17        makes the city happier and also the 

18        residents and current homeowners.  That's 

19        all I have to say, that I hope that we get 

20        a rail system soon.  Thanks.

21                        - - -

22            (Private oral comments concluded at 

23        6:00 p.m.)

24
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1             C E R T I F I C A T I O N

2

3            I, Sharise J. Thompson, a Court 

4 Reporter and Commissioner of Deeds for the 

5 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do hereby certify 

6 the foregoing to be a true and accurate 

7 transcript of my original stenographic notes 

8 taken at the time and place hereinbefore set 

9 forth.

10

11

12                       ____________________

13                       Sharise J. Thompson
                      Court Reporter

14                       Commissioner of Deeds

15

16 DATED:  ________________

17

18

19      (The foregoing certification of this 

20 transcript does not apply to any reproduction of 

21 the same by any means, unless under the direct 

22 control and/ or supervision of the certifying 

23 shorthand reporter.)
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